
Creative Social Studies 
Grade- VIII 
Unit- 1- We, Our Community and Nation 
Day- 1- Our Development Regions 
Pictures required: Globe showing Nepal, Map of the world showing Nepal, Map of Nepal with 
complete division of development regions. 
Objective: - To find out how the country is divided into development regions and the 
importance and justification of this division 
Introduction:- Nepal is a small country in the lap of Himalayas. It has an area of 1,47,181 sq. 
km. which covers about 0.03% of the total land of the world, 0.3% of the total land of Asia and 
3% of the total land of South Asia. Nepal is a land-locked country and shares the border with 
China in the North, India in the East, West and South. The nearest sea to Nepal is Bay of Bengal 
in Indian Ocean which is 500 km. from Nepal. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In order to run the administrative work 
smoothly, Nepal has been divided into 
Village Development Committees (VDC), 
Municipalities, Districts, Zones and Development Regions. The country has new system called 
Federalism now in which the Constituent Assembly elected second time has been working to 
materialize the state re-structuring, power sharing and balanced development. The 
development regions are the biggest division so far. These administrative units are created to 
all g about equal and balanced development in all parts of Nepal. 



Nepal was divided in to 4 development regions in the year 2029 B.S. They were Eastern, 
Central, Western and Far-Western Development Regions. Since Far-Western Development 

Region 
appeared to be 
the biggest, it 
was further 
divided into 2 
creating Mid-

Western 
Development 

Region in the 
year 2037 B.S. 
Thus we have 5 

development 
regions existing 
at present. The 
following table 
shows the 

development 
regions and 

their centers:- 
 
Development Regions Zones under 

Development Regions 
Headquarters of 
Development Regions 

Eastern Development 
Region 

Mechi, Koshi and 
Sagarmatha 

Dhankuta 

Central Development 
Region 

Janakpur, Bagmati and 
Narayani 

Kathmandu 

Western Development 
Region 

Gandaki, Lumbini and 
Dhaulagiri 

Pokhara 

Mid-Western 
Development Region 

Karnali, Rapti and Bheri Birendranagar 

Far-Western 
Development Region 

Seti and Mahakali Dipayal 

 
Each development region has been further divided into districts and zones. Nepal has 14 zones 
and 75 districts which were created in the year 2018 B.S. by Late King Mahendra. The 
headquarter of each development region monitors, supervises, coordinates, inspects and 
controls administrative work of the development region.  



The biggest development region is MWDR with an area of 42,378 sq. km. and the smallest 
development region is FWDR with an area of 19,539 sq. km. The WDR has an area of 29,398 
sq. km., EDR has 28,456 sq. km. and CDR has 27,410 sq. km.  
Population density varies from one region to another due to its accessibility, climate, physical 
structure and other facilities. The following table shows the population percentage in 5 
development regions:- 
Development Regions Population Percentage 

EDR 24% 
CDR 33.5% 

WDR 20.4% 
MWDR 13% 

FWDR  9.1% 
 
The development regions are very important to bring about overall development of the 
country. The following points will help us to find the importance of these political and 
administrative units:- 

a. To make the daily and administrative work of the government easy 
b. To make local people participate in development activities 
c. To utilize local means and resources 
d. To provide job opportunities to local people 
e. To reduce migration 
f. To decentralize the power 
g. To achieve balanced development 
h. To capitalize the potentiality of the region for the benefit of majority 
i. To have healthy competition 
j. To foster the national unity 

Group Activities: 
A- Write the geographical location of Nepal in the world with its size and area. 
B- Write the historical background of administrative division in Nepal 
C- Draw and outline map of Nepal and insert all development regions with their 

headquarters. 
D- Discuss in your group and list out the importance of development regions. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes 
Residence Assignment: 
Although 5 development regions were created to bring about overall development of the 
country, it is not happening as it should be. Give your critical opinion on it and suggest ways to 
make them work effectively. 
Source: 
Political division of Nepal through internet, Newspapers, Atlas book, Teachers, Friends and 
parents. 



Presentation for the next day: 
A- A short skit on the people working in different projects in their region and extending 

their helping hands with each other. 
Day-2- Development Works in Development Regions 
Pictured required: tea farming in Illam, Industry in Terai, Trekking in Himalayan region, Hydro-
power station, Road construction and educational activities. 
Objective: To find out various projects and development activities run in development regions 
for the overall development in Nepal 
Introduction: 
Dividing Nepal into various administrative units has no point if the development works are not 
carried out according to its spirit. The government of Nepal is trying to overcome regional 
disparity and bring balanced development through development regions. Different 
development activities carried out in development regions are as follow: 
Eastern Development Region 
About 21% of this development region is under cultivation. Majority people are engaged in 
agriculture. Along with the food crops, emphasis has been given to cash crops like tea, jute, 
sugarcane and cardamom. Awareness programmes on education has increased the number of 
enrollment in schools and colleges. After the establishment of Purbanchal University and 
medical colleges at Biratnagar and Dharan, higher education and health facilities have been 
increased  
Many cottage industries have been established which produce agricultural tools, clothes, 
Khukuri, oil, etc. Medium and large scale industries have been established at Biratnagar, 
Dharan, Damak, Rajbiraj, Illam, Bhadrapur, Lahan Itahari and Dhankuta. Udaypur cement 
factory established in this region is well famous throughout the country. Nepal government 
has brought an effective policy to promote tourism in Kanchanjungha, Sagarmatha, Makalu-
Barun, Barahchhetra, Pathivaradevi, Maisthan etc. Asian Development Bank has been helping 
for the road construction and repair work of existing roads. People participation in 
development activities has been increased tremendously in the recent days.  
Central Development Region: 
About 22% of the total land of central development region is under cultivation. Majority 
people are still engaged in agricultural activities. Many farmers are encouraged producing cash 
crops like sugarcane, tobacco, mustard etc. industry, trade and commerce has rapidly been 
growing in this region. Birgunj has sugar, cigarette, agricultural tools and match box factories. 
Many chimney factories, cement, marble, plastic, textile and noodle factories have been 
established in Kathmandu valley. Hetauda has cement, textile, cigarette, and flour factories. 
Janakpur cigarette factory established in this region is well known all over the country. Cheese 
factory of Rasuwa is gaining popularity in the recent years. Kathmandu valley, Janakpur, 
Birgunj, Hetauda, Bharatpur, Banepa and Trishuli are major centers of commerce of this 
region.  
All means of communication introduced in Nepal have been widely used in this region. Mobile 
phone has become the means of common use of communication. Tribhuvan and Kathmandu 
Universities have given affiliation to many private colleges which has greatly increased the 



literacy percentage of this region. Chilime Hydro-power and Melamchi Drinking Water are big 
projects running at present in the region.  
Western Development Region: 
The majority people of thie region are engaged in agriculture. Along with food crops like 
wheat, rice, millet, barley, potato etc, cash crops like sugarcane, coffee and mustard are well 
grown here.  
Pokhara, Annapurna, Gorkha, Jomsom and Lumbini have been developed as tourist centers. 
Bhairahawa, Pokhara, Butwal and Tansen are main towns of this development region. Pokhara 
has many industries and noodles and match box factories here are gaining popularity day by 
day. Bhairahawa has sugar mills, flour mills and distilleries. 
Kaligandaki “A”, the biggest hydro-power station in Nepal,  Marsyangdi, Phewa, Seti and Modi 
are main hydro-power stations in this region. The middle Marsyangdi Hydro-power is under 
construction. Pokhara University and many private colleges affiliated to it has increased the 
literacy percentage of the region. International Nepal Fellowship (INF) has been assisting 
leprosy eradication campaign in western development region.  
Mid-Western Development Region: 
About 8% of the total land of MWDR is under cultivation. Traditional agricultural practices 
have been adopted by the majority people. This region is the most backward region and many 
people suffer from starvation every year. The people grow cash crops like mustard, sugarcane, 
tobacco and cotton besides food crops. The people in the hilly and Himalayan region are 
engaged in cattle, goat and sheep rearing. Cottage industries are quite popular in the region 
and produce Nepali paper, baskets, carpets, blankets and leather shoes. Nepalgunj has textile, 
match box, rice mills, oil mills, flour mills and wood cutting factories. The government, NGOs 
and INGOs have been showing their active involvement to promote tourism in Rara, 
Phoksundo, Sworgadwari and many other places.  
The United Mission to Nepal (UMN) has run many educational programmes for adults. Karnali 
Solar Energy Project running in the upper part of this region has changed the lifestyle of the 
people in Karnali region. 
Far-Western Development Region: 
Majority of the people are engaged in agriculture like other regions. They produce cash crops 
like cotton, tobacco, mustard and sugarcane along with food crops. Rice, flour and oil mills 
have been established in different parts of this region. Various efforts have been made to 
provide better transportation and communication. The government of Denmark has run a 
project to protect the region from deforestation. It carries out afforestation programme in this 
region. 
Group Activities: 

A- Explain and compare the development activities of EDR with others. 
B- Explain and compare the development activities of CDR with others. 
C- Explain and compare the development activities of WDR with others. 
D- Explain and compare the development activities of MWDR and FWDR.  

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 



Residence Assignment: 
Although various development activities have been carried out in development regions, the 
level of development is not satisfactory. Suggest the ways to implement such activities in an 
effective manner so that the people get the real fruit of development.  
Source: 
Atlas book, Development Activities in Nepal and their funding from internet, Newspapers, 
Teachers, Parents and friends. 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group B- A short presentation sharing the clear picture of various development activities in 5 
development regions. 
Day- 3 – People’s Participation in Regional Development Works 
Pictures required: A hydro-power where many people are working, People participating in a 
meeting 
Objective: To find out the need and importance of people’s participation to make the projects 
successful 
Introduction: 
Development is a dynamic process in which people get direct benefit and improve their living 
standard. Every development is the result of sincere effort of the government and the people. 
People should not fully depend on government only for the operation of the development 
works in the country. In order to sustain the government introduced development projects, 
the local people should accept and suppot them. The local people understand the value and 
the impact of development project better. If the government activities are contrary to the 
interest of local people, they do not participate in such projects which results the waste of 
money, time and resources. The resources of the country remain unused. People are forced to 
live in their poor condition. Thus, people’s participation is the key to success for any 
development activity.  
People’s participation ensures security, promotion and further enhancement of the 
development projects which stabilize the country’s good economic standard and continuously 
take them to the height of completion. The following points show the importance of people’s 
participation in the development projects in any nation: 

a. To understand the value of development activity better 
b. To identify the local means and resources 
c. To get support from international donor agencies 
d. To get skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled labour in a cheaper rate. 
e. To avoid any kind of protest and strike 
f. To avoid corruption 
g. To maintain harmonious relation between the project holder and the employees 
h. To make the development project safe 
i. To preserve and promote the development activity 
j. To carry out balanced development 
k. To enhance skills 
l. To take the responsibility and ownership 



m. To complete the development work faster 
Group Activities: 

A- What are the problems created to development projects when there is minimum local 
people’s participant? 

B- How does people’s participation ensure safety for a development project? 
C- Draw a picture which reflects people’s participation in development project. 
D- It is said that people’s participation ensures faster and cheaper completion of 

development activity. How? Elaborate. 
Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes 
Residence Assignment: 
Discuss with your friends, teachers or parents and find out the advantages of people’s 
participation in the development work. 
Source: 
Parents, friends, teachers, neighbours, newspapers and importance of people’s participation 
from the internet.  
Presentation for the next day: 
Group C- A short skit on local people’s participation in a development project and the safety 
and progress of the project 
Day- 4-Unit test 
Day – 5 – Project Assignment: 
All groups will visit a development project/hydro-power station/industry in their locality and 
interview with the officials and local people around it. They prepare a detail report on the 
establishment, funding, participation of local people and its benefit and submit it to the 
teacher within a week time. The project will get 5% of the credit for the first month evaluation. 
Day – 6 Quiz from the unit: (This quiz will get 5% credit for the monthly evaluation) 

1. What is the total area of Nepal? 
2. What percent of the total land is occupied by Nepal in the world? 
3. What percent of the total land is occupied by Nepal in Asia? 
4. What percent of the total land is occupied by Nepal in South Asia? 
5. How far is Bay of Bengal (the nearest sea) from Nepal? 
6. How many zones and districts are there in Nepal? 
7. When was Nepal first divided into 4 development regions? 
8. When was MWDR created? 
9. Name the headquarters of EDR. 
10.Name the headquarters of CDR. 
11.Name the headquarters of WDR. 
12.Name the headquarters of MWDR. 
13.Name the headquarters of FWDR. 
14.Who was the king of Nepal when it was divided into 5 development region? 
15.Name the biggest development region. 
16.Name the smallest development region. 



17.Give any 4 importance of development region. 
18.What percent land of EDR is under cultivation? 
19.What percent land of CDR is under cultivation? 
20.What percent land of MWDR is under cultivation? 
21.What percent land of FWDR is under cultivation? 
22.Name any 3 major cash crops of EDR. 
23.Name the university established in EDR. 
24.Name the cement factory of EDR which is nationwide famous. 
25.Name any 4 trade and commercial centers of EDR. 
26.Name any 4 trade and commercial centers of CDR. 
27.Name any 4 trade and commercial centers of WDR. 
28.Name any 4 trade and commercial centers of MWDR. 
29.Name any 4 trade and commercial centers of FWDR. 
30.Name the biggest hydro-power station established in WDR. 
31.Name 2 universities established in CDR. 
32.Name the university established in WDR. 
33.What does INF stand for? 
34.What does UMN stand for? 
35.Name the country which has assisted to conserve forest in FWDR. 
36.Give any 4 importance of people’s participation in development projects. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Unit- 2 Infrastructures of Development 
Day – 7 Education 
Picture required: a class where teacher is facilitating not teaching, durbar school and one of 
the universities 
Objective: To find out the available facilities of education in the nation, promote them and use 
them properly 
Introduction: 
“Of all wealth, education is the greatest.” Education is such a wealth which grows more when 
we spend it. It can not be stolen by thieves and confiscated by the government or any law of 
the country. Thus, education is the greatest wealth. Countries like USA, UK, France, Germany 
and Japan have many educated people and are quite wealth and have controlled over the 
universe. Through the educated brains these countries have developed all infrastructures of 
development and science and technology has been advance to a great extent.  
The developing, underdeveloped and least developed countries like ours still continue to earn 
butter and bread, clothes and shelter. Our government still needs to focus on providing us the 
very basic needs of life. We are very rich in resources but now we need education, skilled 
human power and skills to utilize them for our benefit. 
In Nepal, it was the period of Jung Bahadur that the first English School, Durbar School was 
opened in 1910 B.S. There was Gurukul system of Sanskrit Education previously. Durbar School 
was confined to Rana Children and their families. The Rana rulers were not in favour of 
educating the common people. They were scared of educating people as they saw a big threat 
to their existence in them. However, more than 100 schools were opened by a liberal Rana 
prime-minister- Dev Shamsher, Tri-Chandra College by Chandra Shamsher in 1975 and Padhma 
Kanya College by Padhma Shamsher. The S.L.C. Board was established in the year 1990 B.S. by 
Juddha Shamsher.  
After the introduction of democracy in 2007 B.S., people were conscious about education and 
the government also started giving education in an organized way. Tribhuvan University was 
opened for the higher education. In the year 2028 B.S., New Education System Plan (NESP) was 
implemented. This plan brought significant changes in the education system in Nepal. It 
emphasized on the vocational education replacing the traditional education pattern. Methods 
of teaching and the system of examinations were improved. 
During Panchayat, education system flourished all over the country with mass literacy 
programme, adult education, non-formal education, distance education and vocational 
education. The literacy percentage improved year after year. People started taking education 
as one of the basic needs. However, there was a total control of government over course of 
study, permission to set up a school and people didn’t have much freedom in teaching-
learning process.  
After the mass movement I (2046 B.S.), the democracy was restored in Nepal and the 
atmosphere of education was changed. People could choose the courses, medium of teaching 
and establish schools and colleges.  
Although there has been a tremendous improvement in the education system, the literacy 
percentage is still about 64%. On the auspicious occasion of coronation ceremony of late king 



Birendra in 2031 B.S, he declared primary education free for all Nepali children. Later, on the 
occasion of International Children’s year 1979 A.D, he declared that the text books for primary 
level be given free of cost. Now, education has become free up to secondary level. Today, a 
number of NGOs and INGOs like Jesuits, United Mission to Nepal and the British Council have 
been helping to upgrade the quality of education through St, Xavier and St Mary’s schools, 
Budhanilakantha school and Gandaki Boarding School. In addition to these, many schools have 
been established at private level under the supervision and control of the Ministry of 
Education.  
A new trend of education started in 1990s, called 10+2 education. This higher secondary 
education has been incorporated in the schooling education. It substituted the certificate 
(Intermediate) level of education in colleges. In addition to Tribhuvan University, there are 
Mahendra Sanskrit University at Dang, Kathmandu University at Dhulikhel, Purbanchal 
University at Biratnagar and Pokhara University at Pokhara. Thus, the country is marching 
towards the right direction in the field of education but in a slow pace.  
Group Activities: 

A- Explain the need and importance of education for an individual, society and the country. 
B- Write the historical background of education system in Nepal.  
C- Explain the educational development during Panchayat system. 
D- Explain the present state of education in Nepal. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
“Education is the backbone of development.” Discuss with your friends/teachers/parents and 
prove the statement. 
Source: 
Education and its role to develop the country from the internet, newspapers, parents, 
teachers, friends and neighbors. 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group D- A short skit on educating the children establishing a good school and better teaching-
learning methods. 
Day- 8- Health 
Pictures required: Picture of dhami-jhakri, doctors treating patients, Bir or Teaching Hospital 
Objective: To find out the available health facilities in Nepal and promote and use them 
properly.  
Introduction: 
There is a proverb, “Health is Wealth.” The greatest wealth of human being is health. A 
healthy person can work harder and better and contribute to the development of a country. 
Healthy body consists of healthy mind. If we have a sound body and mind, we can utilize 
educational opportunities in the best possible way.  
Health services are other pre-requisites of development. Most of the developed countries 
have well equipped hospitals in many parts. The people have realized the importance of 
physical labour and do a lot of physical exercise regularly. They keep their surroundings clean 



and eat balanced diet. Whereas, in our case, lack of sanitation, awareness of maintaining 
cleanliness and use of alcohol and smoking have caused a number of diseases. At the same 
time, medical services are not adequate in our nation. According to a recent data, every 
thousand people get 0.04 doctors whereas same numbers of people get 3 doctors in Japan. 
Due to inadequate medical services, the infant mortality rate of our country is higher. Many 
women die every year while giving birth to babies due to lack of proper maternity care. People 
are not aware of the importance of family planning, proper sanitation and diet. In villages, the 
superstitious practice of treatment by witch-doctors (Dhami-Jhakris) still exists. 
The first hospital in Nepal Bir Hospital was established in the year 1947 B.S. The government 
has formulated policies, plans and programmes to maintain good health of the people. Now 
we have Teaching Hospitals, Zonal Hospitals and District Hospitals in several places of the 
country. A lot of students are encouraged to study medicine within the country and outside. 
International agencies like WHO, UNICEF, UMN, INF and many others have been making 
valuable contribution in the field of health in Nepal. The Lions Clubs, Rotary Clubs, Nepal 
Jaycees also organize programmes to provide free medical treatment and free distribution of 
medicine to the people time to time. In the recent years, several medical colleges have been 
established at private level under the Nepal Medical Council (NMC). Besides these, private 
clinics and Nursing Homes in urban areas are also helping to maintain good health of the 
people.  
Group Activities: 

A- “Health is wealth.” Prove the statement. 
B- Compare the health system in developed countries and developing countries like ours. 
C- List out different efforts made to improve health condition in Nepal.  
D- “Healthy body consists healthy mind.” Explain the statement. 

Presentation:  
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Discuss with your teachers, parents or friends and find out how health and education are 
interrelated. 
Source: 
Health and education from the internet, WHO datas, newspapers, friends, parents, teachers 
and neighbours. 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group A - A short skit on witch-doctor. The condition is worsening after sometime and the 
patient is taken to hospital. He/she gets better and realizes the importance of modern health 
facilities. 
Day- 9- Transport 
Required pictures: Map of Nepal containing different highways, train, cable car, plane, bus, 
ship 
Objective: To find out the available transport services in Nepal and promote and use them 
wisely. 
Introduction: 



Development of transport is a basic need for the development of a country. Nepal still lags 
behind in the modern transport system. The topography and poor economy of Nepal have 
hindered the development of transport. However, there has been noticeable effort made to 
improve the transport system.  

a. Roadways: Roadways are the oldest routes in the world. After the wheel, steam engine 
and petrol engine were invented; new vehicles came into being which made travelling a 
great deal faster, cheaper and more comfortable.  
In Nepal, there are many hindrances in the construction of roads. It is a mountainous 
country and it is difficult to construct roads in high snow capped mountains and hills. It 
is very expensive and time consuming. Besides this, we also lack adequate money, 
skilled human power, machinery and equipments.  
Some of our main Highways:- 

Name of the Highways Distance Linking Places 

Tribhuvan Highway 192 km Kathmandu-Raxaul 
Arniko Highway 114 km Kathmndu-Kodari 
Prithvi Highway 174 km Naubise-Pokhara 

Siddhartha Highway 180 km Siddharthanagar-Pokhara 
Madan Bhandari Highway 50 km Dharan-Dhankuta 

Bhim Dutta Panta 
Highway 

135 km Dhangadhi-Dadeldhura 

East-West (Mahendra) 
Highway 

1028 km Mechi-Mahakali 

B.P. Highway 174 km Banepa-Bardibas 

 
In addition to these, we hve Pokhara-Baglung highway, Beni-Jomsom Highway, Ratna Highway 
(Kohalpur-Surkhet), Charali-Illam highway, Pasang Lhamu highway (Kathmandu-Rasuwa), 
Madan-Ashrit highway (Narayanghat-Muglin) etc.  
Roads continue to play an important role in the modern system of transport. They cn be boon 
for the high mountains where trains cannot reach. They can be built to connect the smallest 
village to major cities.  

b. Airways: People cherished the dream of flying from the earliest times. But it was only 
about two hundred years ago that people began to experiment with hot air balloons. In 
the 19th century, the Wright Brothers developed the flying machine in the USA. It was 
the first aeroplane. Lter, people made bigger and better aeroplanes. Today, along with 
passengers, goods are also transported by air to every part of the world. Air transport is 
safe and convenient but it is still expensive.  
Air transport is the second major means of transport in Nepal. Civil Aviation was started 
in the year 2008 B.S. in Nepal. Today, we have Nepal Airlines, Yeti Airlines, Cosmic Air, 
Asian Air, Buddha Air, Garud Air, Everest Air, Lumbini Air, Skyline Air, Mountain Air, 
Karnali Air, Sita Air as the domestic airlines. We also have Indian Airlines, Bangla Biman, 
Pakistan International Airlines, Thai Air, Singapore Airlines, Korean Air, East-China Air as 



international airlines. Today, many places of Nepal and the world are connected with 
airways.  
Due to the expansion of airways, more and more tourists come to Nepal. Air services 
have made many places accessible, internal communication easier and Nepal is well 
known to the outside world. 

c. Railways: railway system is equally important to modern system of transport. Most 
parts of Nepal have big rocks, high hills and mountains. So, railway services are available 
only in limited places of plain land of Terai region. Railway service was started in Nepal 
in the year 1985 B.S. It linked Raxaul to Amlekhgunj and the length was 50 km only. It 
was called Nepal Government Railway. Now, it is not in the operation. Another railway is 
Nepal Jaynagar Janakpur Railway. It strted its service in the year 1992 B.S. It operates 
from Jaynagar in India to Bijlapur in Nepal via Janakpur. Its total length is 53 km. 
Government of Nepal has the plan to construct railways from Sunauli to Butwal, Jogbani 
to Dharan, Janakpur to Bardibas and East to West in terai. 

d. Ropeway: Ropeway can be the most important transport for carrying goods in a 
mountainous country like Nepal. It is cheaper than other means of transport. It was 
started in Nepal in the year 1985 B.S. from Gorshingh to Matatirtha in Kathmandu (22 
km). It expnded its service to Teku in the year 2004 B.S. Later, this service was stopped. 
Kathmandu-Hetauda ropeway service was started in 2021 B.S. which carried goods from 
Hetauda to Kathmandu but this service is also stopped at present. The government has 
plan to build a ropeway from Surkhet to Jumla in near future. Kurintar-Manakamana 
cable car is the landmark in the ropeway system in Nepal. It covers 3.1 km which started 
in the year 2054 B.S. at a private level. Altogether 33 cable cars have been giving service 
to the people at a cheaper rate.  

e. Waterways: Although, Nepal is the second richest countries in water resources, it lacks 
water transport. It can also be an important system of transport within and between the 
countries. Nepal has no access to the seas and oceans. Our water resources are limited 
to rivers and lakes. Our rivers can provide necessities of rafting. Many tourists have 
been attracted by the Rafting in Trishuli, Sunkoshi, Kaligndaki nd many other rivers. In 
some rivers, people use boats for carrying goods and people. Nepal Government hs 
surveyed 187 km long route of water from Ramdighat to Narayanghat and Narayanghat 
to Bhainsalotan. Boats are operated in Phewa and Begnas lakes to provide service to the 
tourists.  

Group Activities: 
A- Explain the roadway service available in Nepal.  
B- Explain the airway service in Nepal. 
C- Explain the ropeway service in Nepal. 
D- Explain the railway service in Nepal. 

Presentation:  
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 



No other infrastructure of development can flourish in the absence of effective transport 
system. Critically analyze the statement.  
Source:  
Transport and other infrastructures from the internet, news articles on the importance of 
transport, friends, parents, teachers and neighbors.  
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- B A short skit on the use of roadway and airway to carry goods and people. 
Day- 10- Communication 
Picture required:  
Mobile phone, post office, email, T.V., newspapers 
Objective: To find out the available communication facilities in Nepal and promote and use 
them wisely.  
Introduction: 
Communication is another important infrastructure of development which contributes to 
bring the countries closer. We can communicate with the people who are living thousand 
miles away from us. Very efficient and fastest means of communication have been introduced 
like email, internet, telephone etc. which have made the countries and the people around the 
world quite close.  
Nepal has made very good progress in the field of communication in the recent years. 

a. Postal Service: Postal service, in Nepal initiated in 1935 B.S. for the government 
functioning but in the year 1938 B.S., it was made public. Post offices in our country 
have been classified into four categories-General Post office, District Post Office, Area 
Post Office, and Additional Post Office. Collecting and delivering letters, money order, 
postal saving banking, etc. are the main functions of post office. Today, there are post 
offices in all district headquarters and most of the village development committees 
within the district.  

b. Radio Service: Radio is a very important mass means of communication. People can 
listen to national and international news at home with the help of radio. It also 
entertains us with radio-dramas, stories, songs and discussions. People can also get 
information on different fields like agriculture, health, population, industry and 
environment.  
Radio Nepal was established in the year 2007 B.S. at Singha Durbar. Due to the 
geographical factors, these radio waves were blocked by high mountains and all places 
of Nepal were not communicated. Thus, Nepal government established transmission 
centers at Dhankuta, Mahottari, Pokhara, Surkhet and Dipayal. Today, many FM stations 
have been established in major cities of Nepal which has become very effective means 
of communication.  

c. Wireless: wireless is very important medium of communication to distant places of 
Nepal. It works without wires, unlike telephone, so it is called wireless. Wireless service 
started in Nepal in the year 2006 B.S. in 6 districts for government services. Later, it was 
extended to all 75 districts. Now many of these wireless stations have been replaced by 
telecommunication. 



d. Telephone: Telephone is advanced form of modern communication. It was introduced in 
2007 B.S. although it existed during Rana period to their family only. Telephone has 
changed our life drastically. When the seellite station was installed in Nepal, telephone 
service was available on world-wide range.  

e. Television: It is very effective means of mass communication. TV is called an audio-visual 
means of communication. That’s why people today prefer watching television to 
listening radio. Television in Nepal, was introduced in the year 2042 B.S. Nepal 
government has established many transmission centres in different parts of Nepal to 
broadcast it in all parts of the country. Previously, there was only one T.V. station at 
Singha Durbar but today we have many private owned television channels like Kantipur, 
ABC, Image, Sagarmatha, Himalayan, Channel Nepal etc. which have been proved as an 
effective medium of communication inside and outside both.  

f. Motion Picture: Motion pictures or cinemas are also means of entertainment and 
communication. The films have some important socio-historic events, educational 
values and more. Royal Nepal Film Corporation was established in the year 2028 B.S. 
with the preparation of “Manko Bandh” although Satya Harishchand , Maitighar and 
Ama were prepared in Bombay earlier. Today, there are many private film companies 
which produce a number of films every year. 

g. Newspapers and Magazines: Newspapers and magazines are also very effective means 
of communication. Newspapers have become the daily diet of educated people today. 
Newspapers and magazines include news, views, opinions, notices, advertisements, 
weather report etc. which are extremely important for modern life. The first daily 
newspaper of Nepal is the Gorkhapatra introduced in the year1958 B.S. by Dev 
Shamsher. Today, we have a number of other newspapers and magazines published in 
Nepal like Kantipur, Kathmandu Post, Republica, Himalayan Times, Annapurna Post, 
Himal, Nepal etc.  

Group Activities: 
A- Explain postal service and Radio Service as good means of communication in Nepal.  
B- Explain telephone service available in Nepal.  
C- Explain television services existing in Nepal. 
D- Explain newspaper services existing in Nepal. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Introduce email and internet as the latest and most effective means of communication 
worldwide. 
Source: 
Importance of email from the internet, newspapers, friends, parents, IT teachers 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- C-A short skit on the use of telephone, postal service, internet, newspapers as the 
means of communication 
Day- 11- Drinking Water and Electricity 



Picture required: 
Picture of a tap and people filling water, hydro-power station, use of electricity in home 
appliances 
Objective: To find out the available water resources and electricity projects and promote and 
use them properly. 
Introduction: 
Water is life. We need water to drink and keep ourselves alive. We need water for cooking, 
cleaning, washing, taking bath, building a house, roads, hospitals, schools, growing crops etc. 
we get water from different sources like rain, rivers, lakes, ponds, wells, canals etc. water is 
inevitable need of life. 
Drinking Water: 
Nepal is very rich in water resources. Our major sources of water are rivers and lakes. 
Unfortunately, Nepal lacks enough pure drinking water. According to a recent data, about 53% 
of total population of Nepal gets pure drinking water i.e., piped water. 
Water in the river is not safe to drink. If we drink dirty water, we will suffer from water-borne 
diseases. Our government spends a large amount of money building hospitals and other 
medical services to the people. But prior to that, the government should provide clean 
drinking water to the people which prevent people from getting sick. 
It was the period of Bir Shumsher when the provision of distribution of drinking water began in 
Nepal. He made public water taps in different parts of Kathmandu by bringing water from 
Shivapuri hill to Maharajgunj. Later, Sundarijal Drinking Water Project was established in the 
year 2022 B.S. to provide much water to Kathmandu valley. However, it was only since first 
five years plan that the water supply has been more systematic. Inspite of the government’s 
effort, there is shortage of clean drinking water in many cities of Nepal, particularly in 
Kathmandu. Our government with the help of some NGOs and INGOs has been working out 
plans and projects to provide safe drinking water to the people like Melamchi Drinking Water 
Project which will complete soon and provide much needed water to Kathmandu dwellers.  
Electricity: 
Electricity was first generated in the year 1965 B.S. in Nepal by Chandra Shumsher at Pharping. 
Later, Sundarijal power station was established in 1991 B.S. Nepal has the potential to produce 
about 83000 MW electricity but at present hardly 1000 MW has been produced. However, the 
government is effortful and political parties are committed to establish many hydro-electricity 
projects around the country. Some of the major hydro-electricity projects and their production 
capacity is given below: 
Hydro-electricity Projects Production Capacity 

Kaligandaki A 144 MW 
Marsyangdi 69 MW 

Kulekhani I 60 MW 
Kulekhani II 32 MW 

Khimtikhola 60 MW 
Bhotekoshi 36 MW 



Trishuli 21 MW 
Chilime 20 MW 

Modikhola 14 MW 
Gandaki 15 MW 
Devighat 14 MW 

Sunkoshi 10 MW 
Jhimruk 12 MW 

 
In spite of this electricity generation, we are not able to meet the demands of electricity in our 
country. The government has aim to fulfil the increasing demand of electricity by encouraging 
small private company along with its big projects planned all over Nepal. At present, Nepal has 
been facing long hours of load-shedding problem. Sometimes, it reaches to 16 hours a day. In 
order to reduce load-shedding problem from Nepal and provide electricity to all people, we 
should do the following: 

a. Allocate more budget for electricity generation in annual and five years plan. 
b. Complete all under-construction projects irrespective of which party government 

started the project. 
c. Establish other hydro-electricity project in fast flowing rivers with the capacity of 1000 

MW. 
d. There should be time to time visit and investigation to the areas of electricity supply. 
e. Launch awareness generating programme. 
f. Control electricity leakage. 
g. Focus on small electricity projects which cost less amount of money. 
h. Also reduce the electricity charge so that people can afford it. 

Group Activities: 
A- “Water is Life.” Prove the statement. 
B- What should be done to provide safe drinking water to all people of Nepal? 
C- Write the historical background of systematic drinking water supply and electricity in 

Nepal. 
D- “Strong political commitment from all parties is the need of the hour to produce 

adequate amount of electricity in Nepal.” Prove the statement. 
Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Prepare a news article on “Load-shedding and our day to day life.” 
Source: 
Newspapers, importance of electricity in our day to day life from internet, friends, teachers, 
parents and neighbors 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group D- A short skit on the use of electricity, load-shedding and life 
Day- 12- Skilled Human Power for Development 



Picture required: 
Skilled people working in computers, doctors, engineer, pilot 
Objective: To find out the importance of skilled human power to develop infrastructures 
Introduction: 
The most important means of development are human beings. They are the ones to mobilize 
all other resources to cater their needs. Thus, the people should be innovative, laborious and 
skillful to develop the nation.  
In order to bring overall development of a country, skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled all people 
are important. The skills and efficiency are achieved through education, trainings and 
experience. The people should be made familiar with the latest science and technology. If the 
people are well aware of their potential and get proper working environment, they improve 
the economic standard of the country.  
Each nation should have proper plans and policies of producing required number of skilled 
human power. Nepal has also been producing a number of skilled human power but in an 
unplanned way which creates problems like unemployment, brain drain etc. through 
unplanned way of producing human power, some sectors will have unwanted human power 
whereas others will not have required number of skillful people like Nepal has over human 
power in agriculture and business but lacks adequate human power in the field of industries 
and medicine.  
Many people of Nepal are working in foreign countries. Some are skilled and are showing their 
diligence and honesty whereas others are unskilled and are living painful life there. They 
should be trained to inculcate required skills. There should be no distinction of the people on 
the basis of work. Development of a country is possible through educated, skillful, laborious, 
determined, active and innovative people. 
Group activities: 

A- Explain the importance of skilled human power. 
B- Explain the present state of skilled human power in Nepal. 
C- Discuss in your group and list out the problems faced by Nepal in the absence of enough 

skilled human resources. 
D- Discuss in your group and list out the possible ways to produce more number of skilled 

human power in our context. 
Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Why are many skilled and unskilled people working in foreign countries? Find out the ways to 
convience them so that they work in Nepal and develop their own nation. 
Source: 
Newspapers, Nepalese and foreign employment from internet, parents, friends, neighbors, 
teachers 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group A- A short skit on the factories where skilled and unskilled people work to utilize our 
abundant natural resources 



Day- 13- Unit Test 
Day 14- Project Assignment: 
All groups will visit nearby road construction area/hydro-power station/hospital/T.V. station 
and collect the data on the role of skilled human power and prepare a detail report on the 
importance of human power in building infrastructure. They will submit the report within a 
week time. The project will get 5% of the credit for the first month evaluation. 
Day – 15 – Quiz from the Unit: (This quiz will get 5% credit for the monthly evaluation) 

1. Name any 5 infrastructures of development. 
2. Name the first English school of Nepal. 
3. When was Durbar school established? 
4. Who established Durbar school? 
5. Who established 100 schools in his 114 days of premiership? 
6. Who established Tri-Chandra College? 
7. Who established Padhma Kanya School? 
8. Name any 4 universities of Nepal. 
9. What is the literacy percentage of Nepal at present? 
10.When was SLC Board established in Nepal? 
11.Name the first hospital of Nepal. 
12.What does WHO stand for? 
13.What does UNICEF stand for? 
14.What does UMN stand for? 
15.What does INF stand for? 
16.Which is the oldest highway of Nepal? 
17.Which is the longest highway of Nepal? 
18.Name any 5 major highways of Nepal. 
19.What is the length of East-West highway? What is the length of Prithvi Highway? 
20.Name any 5 airlines of Nepal that are giving service inside Nepal. 
21.Name the only railway system existing in Nepal. 
22.When was Manakamana Cable Car established? 
23.What is the distance covered by Manakamana Cable Car? 
24.Name any two rivers where rafting is famous. 
25.When was postal service introduced in public in Nepal? 
26.When was Radio Nepal established? 
27.When was television introduced in Nepal? 
28.Name the first daily newspaper of Nepal. 
29.Name any 5 daily newspapers of Nepal. 
30.Name the Prime-Minister who initiated the system of distributing drinking water first in 

Nepal. 
31.What % people of Nepal get piped water at present? 
32.Name the drinking water project under construction which will provide water to the 

people of Kathmandu. 
33.Name the first hydro-electricity project of Nepal. 



34.Name the biggest hydro-electricity project of Nepal. 
35.Name any 5 big hydro-electricity projects of Nepal. Give any 3 ways to produce skilled 

human power. 
36.Give any 3 problems faced by Nepalese unskilled people working abroad.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Unit- 3 Our Tradition, Social Values  
Day- 16- Our Way of Life 
Picture required: 
Picture of celebrating lhosar, Teej, Chhath, Housing in Himalayan, Terai and Hills, costume of 3 
regions 
Objective: To identify the way of people’s life in hilly, Himalayan and Terai region and 
understand each other to build harmonious society. 
Introduction: 
The people living in Nepal are of different castes with different culture and customs and have 
different ways of life. The lifestyle of the people living in terai differs from the people living in 
Himalayan region. Similarly, the people in cities have different life style than the villagers. The 
geographical conditions like topography, climate, soil and availability of resources determines 
the lifestyle of the people living in different regions.  
Himalayan region: 
The Himalayan region lies in the northern part of our country. This region covers 15% of the 
total land of Nepal. The upper part of this region is covered with snow round the year. The 
vegetation and human settlement is not possible in the upper parts but people live, grow 
different crops and rear their animals in the foothills of this region. Major inhabitants of this 
region are  Sherpa, Thakali, Tamang, Jumli, Humli, Byansi, Jad and Mugal.  
Potato is the staple food in this region. Besides this, they eat dhido, rice and bread. Most of 
the houses are made of stone and clay with a limited number of windows and have thatched 
roof. People keep a lot of firewood. A wealthy person is identified by the number of firewood 
bundles he has.  
The people wear thick woolens clothes made of wool from ship and other fur bearing animals 
which is called Bakkhu. They also wear leather clothes and snow shoes called Dochha. Most 
people follow Buddhism. They celebrate Buddha Purnima and Lhosar. They have the custom of 
sending second son to Gumba called Lama and second daughter as Jhuma.  
Hilly Region: 
Hilly region lies in the central part of the country. This region covers 68% of the total land of 
Nepal. It consists of high hills and rocks with a few valleys. The climate in this region is 
moderate.  
The people eat various foods like breads, meat, eggs, milk etc. but their main food is rice. Most 
of the houses are made of stone and clay with thatched roof in the village but multi-storeyed 
modern buildings in the cities. The people paint pictures of gods and goddesses on the wall of 
their houses. People wear clothes to suit the moderate climate. Male wear Daura, Suruwal, 
coat, cap patuka Kachhad and women wear Gunyu, Cholo, saree Majetro, Ghalek etc. the 
people in towns and cities wear western style of dresses. Panjabi Kurta Suruwal has been 
gaining popularity among the women in the recent years. With the establishment of many 
schools and colleges along with Tribhuvan, Kathmandu and Pokhara Universities, the 
education level of the people is much higher compared to other regions. The people have 
adopted different religions like Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity, Islam, Sikhism and Jainism.  
Terai Region: 



This region lies in the southern part of Nepal. It covers 17% of the total land of Nepal. This 
region has hot climate. The lifestyle of the people in this region has been influenced by the 
Indian way of life as it is enclosed with India.  
The people eat bread and rice, milk and milk products. Mango is very popular fruit found in all 
parts of this region. Tharu, Satar, Rajbanshi and Dhimals build their typical house and most of 
them are small huts made of clay. But the houses in towns are made of cement and bricks 
which are tall and big. The people wear light cotton clothes. Men wear Dhoti, Kurta and Kamiz 
whereas women wear Lungi, Saree and blouse mostly. Many schools and colleges with 
Purbanchal University and Mahendra Sanskrit University, the level of education has been 
increasing day by day. Hinduism and Islam are the main religions of the people with limited 
number of people following Jainism.  
Group Activities: 

A- The climate existing in a place determines the way of life. Explain.  
B- Explain the lifestyle of the people of Himalayan region. 
C- Explain the lifestyle of the people of Hilly region. 
D- Explain the lifestyle of the people of Terai region. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes 
Residence Assignment: 
Nepal has different way of life than other countries. Discuss with your friends or parents and 
list out the points that differentiate our way of life from the rest of the world.  
Source: 
Nepalese way of life from the internet, friends, parents, neighbors, cultures of different ethnic 
groups, newspapers and teachers 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- B- A short skit on the way of life in 3 regions including their costume, language, 
occupation and food 
Day – 17 – Our Religious Traditions 
Picture required: picture of Pashupati Nath, Swoyambhu Nath, Masjid, Church, Gurudwara and 
Jain Mandir 
Objective: To identify our religions, traditions and promote and protect them. 
Introduction: 
Nepal is a secular country and all religions are equally treated. People follow different religions 
like Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, Sikhism and Jainism. 

a. Hinduism: Hinduism is one of the oldest religions of the world. Most people follow 
Hinduism. The caste system introduced in Hinduism determines the way of life and 
occupations. It was not founded by any person like other religions but it developed 
gradually over thousands of year. The famous books of Hinduism contain the teaching of 
Satya, Treta and Dwapar Yuga (era). Today’s form of Hinduism is to follow these 
teachings. Gyana, Yoga, Karma and Bhakti are the four paths of Mokshya or salvation in 
Hinduism.  



Vedas, Upanishad, Bhagabat Gita, Ramayan Mahabharat and several Purans are the 
scriptures of Hinduism. Brahma, Vishnu, Mahesh and many other gods and goddesses 
are worshiped by the Hindus.  The Hindus adopt the following teachings: 
1. To pray to god and show devotion to him. 
2. To respect one’s parents, teachers and elders. 
3. To show love, pity and affection to all creatures of the universe. 
4. To ever speak truth and be honest. 
5. To donate a part of one’s earning and help the needy people.  
6. To be good and avoid bad company and evil activities.  
7. To perform right duty in life. 

b. Buddhism: Buddhism is one of the oldest religions of the world. It was founded by 
Siddhartha Gautam known as Gautam Buddha. He was born in 563 B.C. at Kapilvastu, 
Lumbini in Nepal. He struggled throughout his life for finding solutions to sufferings in 
life and finally meditating under Bodhi tree realized that the root cause of all sufferings 
are caused by desire and ignorance. Since then, he started teaching people the Four 
Noble Truth and Eight Fold Paths.  
The four Noble Truth: 
1. The world is full of suffering. 
2. Suffering is caused by human desire. 
3. The renunciation of desire is the path of salvation.  
4. Salvation can be achieved by following the Eight Fold Paths. 
The Eight Fold Paths: 
1. Right Belief 
2. Right Thought 
3. Right Speech 
4. Right Action 
5. Right Means of Livelihood 
6. Right Meditation 
7. Right Effort 
8. Right Memory 
Buddha’s teachings to his disciples are collected in the sacred books entitled “Jataka” 
and “Tripitaka.” Buddha said that selfishness and the greed are the main causes of our 
sorrows. He taught people to avoid them. He also inspired people for simple living, high 
thinking. Gautam Buddha became famous all over the world after being enlightened. He 
passed away at  Kushinagar (India) at the age of 88. Today, many countries of the world 
follow Buddhism like Nepal, India, China, Sri-Lanka, Myanmar, Mangolia, Vietnam, 
Thailand, Japan, Korea etc. 

c. Islam: Islam is one of the largest followed religions of the world. Its followers are called 
Muslims. They call the god as Allah and pray to Allah in Mosques (Masjids) following the 
holy book Quaran. They don’t worship idols.  
Prophet Mohammad who was born at Mecca in Arabia in 570 B.C. founded this religion. 
He kept on meditating to get the solutions of evil practices prevailing in the society. 



Once an angel appeared before him and said, “Oh Mohammad, God has sent me to you. 
He has selected you as his messenger from today, you give knowledge to the sufferings 
and tyrannical people and rescue them from their grief and injustice.” Later, 
Mohammad began to preach the words of god to the people. the holy Quaran has 
prescribed certain rules to be followed by Muslims: 
1. Declare and accept that there is no god but Allah and Mohammad is his last 

messenger. 
2. Establish regular Salah (Namaj) five times a day. 
3. Observe Roja (fasting) one month during the month of Ramzan. 
4. Give Zakat to the poor and disable ones. 
5. Make Hajj (pilgrimage) to Kabah at Mecca  
Mohammad preached that people should live a pious and simple life and not harm 
others. The main teachings of Islam are: 
1. God is only one and he is the creator of human beings. 
2. Don’t worship the idol of god but know the true god and pray to him. 
3. Lead a gentle lige and avoid alcoholic drinks. 
4. Be just towards all. 
5. Treat all human beings of the world as your brothers and sisters. 
Mohammad departed from this world in the year 634 A.D. Today, many countries of the 
world follow Islamic religion like Bangladesh, Pakistan, India, Nepal, Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Kuwait, Iraq, Iran etc.  

d. Christianity: Christianity is based on the life and teachings of Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ 
was born in Bethleham, Palestine.  The followers of Christianity are called Christians. 
There are three major groups of Christians in the world; Roman Catholic, Protestants 
and Eastern Orthodox.  
It is believed that Jesus performed miracles like curing people, making blinds see and 
dumb speak. Once, he restored a dead man to life. He constantly started preaching 
people to from one place to another to find the solution to sufferings. Unfortunately, his 
teachings were not liked by the then Jewish society. He was charged with treason and 
was crucified. The very moment he uttered some words and said, “Oh God! Forgive 
them who don’t know what they are doing.”  
His teachings are included in the “Bible” holy book of Christians. Christians worship 
Christ in the Church. The main teachings of Christianity are: 
1. God loves mankind. So it is our duty to love him. 
2. Forgive someone even if he commits a mistake or hurts you. Regard his mistake as 

his ignorance. 
3. Never be selfish. 
4. Live a gentle life and be kind to all. 
5. Love others as much you love yourself.  
Today, many countries of the world follow Christianity like North America, south 
America, European and Australian nations.  
Group Activities: 



A- Summarize the teachings of Hinduism. 
B- Summarize the teachings of Buddhism. 
C- Summarize the teachings of Islam. 
D- Summarize the teachings of Christianity. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment:  
Discuss with your friends or teachers or parents and list out the common teachings of all 
religions. Also propose ways to promote human religion accepting all religions of the world.  
Source: 
Common idea of all the religion from the internet, news articles on religion, friends, teachers, 
parents, neighbors 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- C- A short skit on worshipping of all religious gods 
Day- 18- Our Festivals 
Required picture: picture of Dashain, Christmas, Id , Buddha jayanti 
Objective: To find out the importance of celebrating different festivals in Nepal and promote 
and participate in them. 
Introduction: 
Festival is generally a day or time religious or our celebrations. We celebrate different 
festivalsin different regions differently. Important festivals of our country are in religious and 
cultural forms. Religious festivals include Dashain, Tihar, Krishnaastami, Ramnavami, 
Shivaratri, Buddha Jayanti, Christmas, Id etc. and cultural festivals include Maghe Sakranti, 
Shrawan sakranti, Holi etc. Both of them have their own importance and features. Similarly, 
there are some other festivals which are celebrated by all religions, all castes, all societies as 
citizens of the country like democracy day, Loktantra day, Republic Day, Children’s Day, 
Constitution Day, Martyrs’ Day etc. They are called social festivals. We also celebrate some 
international social festivals like UN Day, Human rights Day, Labour Day, Women’s Day, AIDS 
day, International New Year Day etc.  
Likewise, there are a number of sanskaras (ceremonies) under each religion and ethnicity like, 
Pasni, Nwaran, Upanayan, Marriage, Gufa,  Bel Bibaha, Mha Pooja etc.  
We should be reasonable to spend money on the occasion of festivals and rituals. Sometimes, 
we spend money unnecessarily for so called prestige in the eyes of our neighbours, relatives 
and friends. Such unproductive and unnecessary expenditure is really bad for us. These 
matters are also applied in our other festivals.  
Celebrating festivals require economic sources. We should not force anyone to celebrate them 
if he/she feels exploited from it. We should always follow, respect and practice the right to 
freedom.  
While celebrating social festivals like marriage, bratabandha, pasni, nwaran etc, people 
arrange great and grand parties and spend much money. They do not estimate their economic 
condition for so called social prestige. Instead of thinking what is right and what is right, 
people involve in unhealthy competition of spending large amount of money to maintain 



social status. This leads to make human being greedier resulting corruption in a country. Our 
social values, norms and culture get ruined. It is our foremost duty to think about it and adopt 
the good values and improve the bad ones.  
Group Activities: 

A- “Aayo Dashian Dhol Bajai, Gayo Dashain Rin Bokai.” Elaborate the statement. 
B- Festivals are an important part of our life. Give justification to this statement. 
C- List out religious, cultural, social and international festivals separately in a table. 
D- What areas of our festivals should be improved? List them out. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
In the name of birthday celebration, marriage, pasni, and bratabandha, people have become 
extravagant. Discuss with your family members, friends, teachers and neighbors and explain 
how you will set an example to continue these rituals without economic burden. 
Source: 
Marriage and so called social prestige from the internet, parents, friends, relatives, teachers 
and news articles on such rituals. 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- D – A short skit on celebrating Dashain and Tihar. 
Day- 19 our National Wealth and Natural resources 
Picture required: Picture of national heritages, mountains, forests and water resources 
Objective: To identify the national heritages and resources of our country and promote and 
use them wisely. 
Introduction: 
Your books, pens, pencils, erasors etc are your personal properties and you have a personal 
right over them. No one can use them without your permission. The belongings of your family 
like the house, clothes, beds, furnitures, utensils, T.V., computers, Cell Phone, etc. are used by 
the members of your family. If you lose them, you and your family suffer.  
The property to which all of us have a common right to share is called national property. 
National property does not belong to any individual. It belongs to the whole community and 
the nation. Every day we use roads, buses, electricity, schools, colleges, hospitals, library, 
public parks, grounds, temples, stone taps, street lights etc. We, the people and government 
jointly created these properties. Our anscestors have built Pashupati Nath, Manakamana, 
Gorkha Palace, Changu Narayan, durbar squares, Singha Durbar, Janaki  Mandir, Swoyambhu 
Nath etc. a large amount of money and hard work was needed for the construction of these 
monuments and temples. These things are not owned by any individual. They belong to all of 
us.  
Some of our national properties like 3 Durbar Squares of Kathmandu, Pashupati Nath, 
Swoyambhu Nath, Changu Narayan, Chitwan National Park, Sagarmatha National Park, 
Lumbini and Bouddha Nath have been included in the world heritage list of UNESCO. Every 
one of us has equal right to watch, enjoy and utilize them for our benefit. It is our utmost duty 
to maintain, preserve and protect these properties for our future generations.  



Our Natural resources: 
The properties which have been provided by the nature are called natural resources. We have 
many such resources that the nature has very generously provided us as gifts like forests, 
lakes, rivers, waterfalls, caves etc. many snow covered mountains like Mt. Everest, Dhaulagiri, 
Annapurna, Langtang, Ganesh, Gaurishankar, Makalu, Lhotse, Kanchanjungha etc. attract a lot 
of tourists. There are a number of lakes and rivers which provide us water for drinking, 
irrigation and hydro-power production. 
Other important natural resource of our country is the forest. We say “Green Forests, Nepal’s 
Wealth.” During the recent years, the forest has been destroyed to a large extent due to the 
rapid growth of population. Our forests are the sources of animal food, building materials, 
fuels and herbs for making medicines. 
As for the natural resources like oil, gas and other minerals are concerned; we have not been 
able to utilize them. The government and private sectors have conducted some survey works 
and Mica, Zinc, limestone, Copper, Iron etc. have been found. 
Protection of National Property: 
The protection of natural wealth should start from our home, neighbor, community and 
surroundings. We have to think about the condition of old monasteries, temples, inns, rest 
houses, dhungedhara, irrigation canals, drainage etc. that are found in our places and take 
immediate necessary action to repair and protect them.  
When deforestation takes place, numbers of rivers get dry, rare birds and animals disappear, 
less rainfall occurs, production decreases and the people will have to starve to death. 
Individual and collective efforts should be made to control deforestation. If we cut down one 
tree, we have to plant two of them.  
Everything in our surroundings that has historical and archaeological importance should be 
preserved. Due to the presence of such heritages, the foreigners appreciate Nepal and its 
historical and archaeological property.  
Unfortunately, in the name of political protest and strike, we tend not to value these 
properties like street light, grounds, parks, iron railings, telephone booths, garden etc, and 
destroy them to show our anger. This will make the loss of national property and ultimately 
we become the sufferer. Thus, we should protect all the natural properties as we preserve our 
private properties. Above all, it is our moral and civil duty to preserve and promote them.  
Group Activities: 

A- Discuss in your group and list out the historical, archaeological and natural properties. 
B- How are national properties helpful for every one of us? 
C- Explain the condition of forest resources in Nepal. 
D- Explain the condition of historical monuments and temples of Nepal. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes 
Residence Assignment: 
Discuss with your parents/teachers/neighbors/friends and list out the ways we can preserve 
and promote our national properties. 
Source: 



Importance of national wealth from the internet, parents, teachers, friends and neighbors 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- B- A short skit on tourists visit to national heritages, destruction of national properties 
and some people convincing them not to do so 
Day- 20 – Some National and International Personalities 
Picture required: photos of Gehendra Shumsher and Madam Curie 
Objective: To identify some national and international personalities who have lived selfless 
life, learn the lesson from them and contribute to the society 
Introduction: 

a. Gehendra shumsher: 
Gehendra Shumsher was a famous scientist of our country. He was the son of Bir Shumsher. 
He was born at Kolkata in the year 1928 B.S. when his father was sent as representative. He 
studied at home from an English teacher. Later, he studied in Durbar High School. He loved 
music, physical exercise, sports and creative works.  
He was made in-charge of arms and ammunitions of Nepal army by his father. He started 
raising the standard of arms and ammunitions of the army. He established factories to 
manufacture essential equipments for soldiers, electricity power generator, rice mills, wind 
motor etc. in different parts of our country. He used coal and iron found in our country to 
make weapons. When he got the books and catalogs from Japan, he started making weapons 
of the same design. Gehendra Shumsher made double barrel rifle called “Ge-Rifle.” He also 
made double barrel gu called “Dhir-Gun.” Today these inventions are preserved  in National 
Museum at Chhauni, Kathmandu. 
He established rice mill and set up wind motors to draw under-ground water, established 
leather factory to make shoes and belts. Later, he started making new arms and ammunitions 
on the Japanese models.  
In 1963 B.S., when Gehendra Shumsher bowed down to salute Rana Prime-Minister Chandra 
Shumsher, a pistol fell down from his pocket. Chandra Shumsher suspected him . Gehendra 
Shumsher died a mysterious death at the young age of 35.  It is said that Chandra Shumsher 
killed him after the pistol incident.  

b. Madam marie Curie: 
Madam Curie was born in Warsaw, Poland in the year 1867 A.D. She was a famous scientist. 
She was very sharp minded child from her childhood. After she completed her high school 
education she started teaching due to her poor economic condition. Later, her relatives sent 
her to Paris for her higher studies. She graduated in science and got the scholarship from 
Poland to study mathematics. When she was married to Pierre Curie, she was known as 
Madam Marie Curie. She did Ph.D. research on “a study of the properties of Uranium based on 
the research of professor Henry Becquerel” with the help of her husband. During their 
research, they found out an important element called Polonium. Right after that, they 
discovered Radium. Curie couple and Henry Bacquerel  got Nobel Prize for Physics In 1903. 
After the death of her husband, she carried on her research work and invented radio activity. 
She won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1911. She established many research institutions and 
a grand library in the university of Paris. These days, radium invented by her is used for cancer 



treatment. She died of cancer in 1934 due to radiation of radio waves. Her elder daughter, Iren 
curie invented X-radiography and got Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1935.  
Madam Curie has not only invented many scientific technology but she has taught the people 
that the women could do better than men if chance is given to them.  
Group Activities: 

A- Explain how individual’s inventions are helpful for others. 
B- Discuss in your group and list out the inventions made by Gehendra Shumsher and 

Madam Curie separately. 
C- Explain how Gehendra Shumsher became a well known scientist of Nepal. 
D- Explain how Madam Curie became a prominent scientist of the world. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence assignment: 
Nepal lacks science and technology. Discuss with your parents/teachers/neighbors/friends 
how we can produce scientist like Gehendra Shumsher and list them out. 
Source: 
Ways to produce scientists in a country from the internet, news articles on the importance of 
science and scientific inventions, parents, teachers and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- C- a short skit on pistol incident in the palace of Chandra Shumsher. Death of Gehendra 
Shumsher. People regretting the death of Gehendra Shumsher 
Day- 21- social services 
Picture required: photo of Dayabir Singh Kansakar, Jaycees 
Objective: To find out the importance of social service and the organizations providing social 
service in Nepal. 
Introduction: 
An actneedy people  of helping others and giving chance to live a good life is called social 
service. Many people have spent their lives working for others like Mother Teresa, Florence 
Nightingale, Mahatma Gandhi, Jay prtithvi Bahadur Singh, Tulsi Mehar, balguru sadananda etc. 
our religions and their gods have taught us the lesson of social service. Ram Krishna, gautam 
Buddha, Jesus Christ, Mahabir Jain, Prophet Mohammad etc have saved their fellow human 
beings. Our individual effort together with others and organizations will be more effective to 
help the society. We have many social service organizations to provide social service 
established in national and international level today like Scout, red-Cross Society, S.O.S. 
Children Village, Paropkar Sanstha, Jaycees, Leo and Lions Clubs etc.  

a. Paropkar Sanstha:  
The word “Paropkar” means to do good to others. Paropakar Sanstha is a social service 
organization. It was established by dayabir Singh Kansakar in the year 2004 B.S.  
Primarily, it was established to provide medical services to the needy people but it extended 
its service to many areas after the introduction of democracy in 2007 B.S. it established a 
school for orphans and destitute children at Bhimsenthan, Kathmandu in the year 2009 B.S. 
this school ha been running as Paropakar secondary School in the same venue. This 



organization has also launched an ambulance service. It also runs blood donation programme. 
It distributes medicines to needy people from different parts of the country at free of cost. The 
most important contribution of this organization is the establishment of Maternity Hospital at 
Thapathali, Kathmandu. This hospital provides medical services to pregnant women, helps 
them to give birth to their babies and looks after the health of new born babies. 

b. Jaycees: 
The word ‘Jaycees’ is formed as the abbreviation of Junior chamber of Commerce. This 
organization was first established at Florida, USA in the year 1944 by Henry Giessenbier.  
Membership of Jaycees is opened to the people from 18 to 40 years of age. Today, many 
countries of the world have Jaycees. This organization emphasizes on individual development 
through leadership training and community involvement. This organization also assists 
programme for youth development, health, environment and safety. 
Dr. Bhekh Bahaur Thapa founded Nepal jaycees in the year 2021 B.S. There are two types of 
membership in Jaycees i.e. National Organization Member (NOM) and Local Organization 
Member (LOM) Nepal Jaycees has established about 45 branches in different parts of our 
country. The members of Jaycees help the people affected by flood, landslide, earthquake, 
epidemics and maintain cleanliness and preserve natural environment.  
Nepal Jaycees works together with Red-Cross Society, Scout, Leo and Lions Clubs, rotary Club 
etc.  
Group Activities: 

A- Explain the importance of social service. 
B- List out the social service organizations established in Nepal. 
C- List out any 10 people who have lived selfless life with their major contribution. 
D- List out the activities of Paropakar Sanstha and Nepal Jaycees. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes 
Residence Assignment: 
If you are opening a social service organization, what would be the name of it? What would 
the organization do to provide service to others? 
Source: importance of social service and the people involved in it from the internet, television 
news and news article on social service, teachers, parents, neighbors and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- D- A short skit on blood donation, cleanliness campaign and free medicine distribution 
of a social service organization 
Day: 22 
Unit test 
Day – 23 – Project Assignment: (This quiz will get 5% credit for the monthly evaluation) 
All groups visit at least 20 houses in their neighborhood and interview the people on the good 
and bad aspects of our festivals. They generalize the data to prepare a report on ‘Beast ways 
to celebrate festivals and preserve our rich culture.’ They will submit their report within a 
week. The project will get 5% of the credit for the first month evaluation. 
Day- 24- Quiz from the Unit: 



1. What is the main food of the people of Himalayan region? 
2. Why do the Himalayan houses have very limited windows? 
3. What is the snow shoe of Himalayan people called? 
4. What is Jhuma? 
5. What percent land of Nepal is occupied by the Himalayan region? 
6. What percent land of Nepal is occupied by the Hilly region? 
7. What percent land of Nepal is occupied by the Terai region? 
8. Name any 4 religions adopted by the people in hilly region. 
9. Give any 4 common teachings of all religions. 
10.What is the holly book of Hinduism? 
11.What is the holly book of Buddhism? 
12.What is the holly book of Islam? 
13.What is the holly book of Christianity? 
14.What is the holly book of Sikhism? 
15.Who is the founder of Buddhism? 
16.Who is the founder of Christianity? 
17.Who is the founder of Islam? 
18.Who is the founder of Sikhism? 
19.Where do the Hindu people worship their god? 
20.Where do the Christian people worship their god? 
21.Where do the Buddhist people worship their god? 
22.Where do the Muslim people worship their god? 
23.Where do the Sikh people worship their god? 
24.Name any 2 religious festivals of Nepal. 
25.Name any 2 social festivals of Nepal. 
26.Name any 2 national festivals of Nepal. 
27.Name any 2 international festivals that we celebrate in Nepal.  
28.Name any 2 cultural and archaeological wealth of Nepal. 
29.Name any 2 natural wealth of Nepal. 
30.What was the name of double barrel rifle invented by Gehendra Shumsher? 
31.What was the name of double barrel gun invented by Gehendra Shumsher? 
32.What was the major invention of Madam Curie? 
33.When did she get the Nobel Prize for Physics? 
34.When did she get the Nobel Prize for Chemistry? 
35.Whoc was the founder of Paropakar Sanstha? 
36.When was Paropakar Sanstha founded? 
37.Name any 2 major contribution of Paropakar Sanstha. 
38.Who was the founder of Jaycees in the world? 
39.When was Jaycees first founded? 
40.When was Jaycees founded in Nepal? 
41.Who established Jaycees in Nepal? 

Unit- 4- Our Social Problems and Solutions 



Day – 25 - Our Social Practices 
Pictrue required: picture of various ethnic festivals and dances 
Objective: To identify the social practices in Nepal, problems originated by them and be the 
part of solutions 
Introduction: 
Nepalese people having different castes, creed, languages and religions, have different cultural 
practices. Threre is no carial or religious riots in the country in spite of having all these 
differences rather here exists religious and cultural harmony and tolerance. Different social 
practices existing in different ethnic groups are given below:- 

a. Tharu: Tharu are the prominent settlers of the terai region. Nwaran is observed on the 
6th to 9th days of the birth of a child. Maghi is the main festival which is observed on 1st 
of Magh every year. They also celebrate Holi in a grand manner.  

b. Brahmin/Chhetri: Brahmin and Chhetri are living almost all over the country but their 
major places are the mid-hills of Nepal. Nwaran is observed on the 11th day when a child 
is born. Upanayan ceremony is an important part of Brahmin and Chhetri family when a 
boy wears sacred thread called “Janai” and get “Gayetri Mantra” from his Guru. 
Dashain, Tihar, Teej and Janai purnima are the major festivals they celebrate.  

c. Newar: Newars are the prominent settlers of Kathmandu Valley although they live all 
over Nepal today. Nwaran is observed on the 4th to 11th day of the birth of a child. 
Several Jatras (processions) like Indra Jatra, Bhoto Jatra, Machhendra Nath Jatra, Gai 
Jatra, Lakhe Jatra, Kumari Rath Yatra etc. are celebrated. Eating “Kwati” is very famous 
among Newars. They also observe “Mha Pooja” and New Year according to the Nepal 
Sambat in a grand manner.  

d. Magar: Magars live mainly in the western hills. Nwaran is done on the 11 th to 15th day 
when a child is born. They often marry with maternal daughters and aunt’s sons. Kora 
naach, Ghatu Naach, Naag Pooja and Luto Falne are main festivals of Magars. 

e. Limbu: Limbus live mainly in the eastern hills. Nwaran is done on 3 rd and 4th day of girl 
child and boy child respectively. Marriage by taking away the girls (Chori Bibaha) is 
common among Limbus. They celebrate Dhan Naach, Udhauli and Ubhauli. 

f. Rai: Rai also mainly live in eastern hills. Their traditions and social practices are more or 
less similar to Limbu. Nwaran is done on the 3 to 6 day when the child is born. They 
observe gunfire during funeral processions.  

g. Gurung: Gurungs maiunly live in western hills. Nwaran is observed on 9 th day of child’s 
birth. Marriage with maternal daughters and aunt’s sons is common like Magars. Ghatu, 
Sorathi, Ghondhi and Rodhi dances are quite popular. Lhosar is the main festival of 
Gurungs. 

h. Sherpa: Sherpa are the main people living in eastern mountains. Arranged marriage 
paying the fine is quite common among Sherpas. Syabru dance is very famous dance of 
Sherpa people. Lhosar, Dhunji and Osho are main festivals celebrated by them. 

Besides these, there are a number of ethnic groups in Nepal with their various rituals 
(Sanskaras) in their life birth to death.  
Group Activities: 



A- Nepal has unity in diversity. Prove the statement. 
B- List out the unique features of social practices of Sherpa, Limbu, Rai and Gurung 

community. 
C- List out the major features of social practices of Newar, Tharu and Brahmin/Chhetri 

community. 
D- Find out the similarities among the social practices in different communities mentioned 

in the lesson. 
Presentation:  
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment:  
Find out any 2 other ethnic groups of Nepal which are not mentioned in the lesson and write 
their social practices. 
Source: 
Ethnic groups of Nepal and their social practices from the internet, parents, neighbors, 
teachers and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- A – A short skit on social practices of any 2 ethnic groups 
Day- 26- Social Inequality 
Picture required: picture reflecting caste system, kamlari, deuki, ghumto etc 
Objective: To find out the social inequalities existing in Nepal and be the part of solving them 
Introduction: 
The gap and differences between rich and poor, high class and low class and high casts and 
low caste is known as social inequality. Besides, class and caste difference, there are 
inequalities between colors, sex, languages, religions and location of settlements. The rich 
people treat low class people as inferior ones.  
More than others, caste system has really hindered the development of Nepalese society. The 
so called high caste people look down upon low caste people, they do not allow them to enter 
their homes, use public taps, ponds, health posts etc. their voices are never heard. This leads 
to backwardness of community and as a whole the nation. 
Nepotism and favoritism are also hindering our society. When somebody gets power, he tries 
to provide privileges only to his relatives and supporters. The job opportunity, scholarship, 
free ship, promotion and other several facilities are given to relatives and party members in 
nepotism and favoritism.  
There is gender inequality existing in Nepal. Male dominate and exploit women in many parts 
of our nation. Thus, the society prefers sons rather than daughters. The existing law has 
banned to do so and females have proved that they can compete with males in every aspect.  
Similarly, village people are hated by the people of towns and cities saying “Pakhe”. Blind 
imitation of western culture has made city dwellers origin less. Although the problem has been 
normal and tolerable these days, the inequality of languages and religion still exists in some 
part of Nepal.  
All people are equal as they are the citizens of Nepal, have red blood, eat same food and have 
capacity to do something. No one is superior to any one. One can be great by his/her 



contribution, deeds, capacity, efficiency and concern for others. We need biasless, corruption 
free, exploitation free and peaceful society where everyone is treated equally.  
Group Activities: 

A- How has caste system created problem to Nepalese society? 
B- Why are nepotism and favoritism considered as social inequalities? 
C- How has gender inequality hindered the development of our country? 
D- What should be done to overcome such inequalities? 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
How are all people equal? Discuss with your family members/teachers/friends and find out the 
ways to convince people no one is superior to others. 
Source: 
Social inequalities and development of Nepal from the internet, teachers, parents, neighbors 
and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- B- A short skit on caste and class difference. At the end, the person from the low 
caste/class protects the life of a person in high caste/class 
Day- 27- Social Problems and Evils 
Picture required: picture of dowry, drug addiction, drinking, domestic violence and corruption 
Objective: To identify the existing social evils and be the part to solve them. 
Introduction: 
Many bad practices are appearing these days in Nepali Society. Some people misuse our 
religion and culture by smoking, drinking and taking drugs. It has degraded our social norms 
and values. These activities are unfortunate for the nation itself. If we do not eliminate these 
evils now, they will take the form of incurable disease in the future. 
The evil practices can be divided into two categories; individual and social misconduct. When 
somebody is involved in evil practices and the doer alone is sufferer, it is called individual 
misconduct. It does not harm the society. But when the evil cross over the periphery of the 
individual, it harms the society and they become social misconduct. It would be wrong to say it 
is our right and nobody can prevent us from enjoying it in our society. If the use of individual 
rights brings negative effects, the society should restrict it. For example, a man gets 
intoxicated with opium or other alcoholic substance and is lying somewhere, it can be taken as 
individual misconduct. But if a drunkard abuses others, quarrels with others and damages the 
public property, it becomes social misconduct. 
Many girls are sold by the relatives in India and are forced into prostitution. They are locked up 
and not allowed to go home. They are raped, tortured and they become victim of HIV/AIDS. 
Stealing, robbery and dacoits are other social evils. Some steal minor things whereas some 
other steal big articles. Some people seize or snatch the things forcefully. Besides these, there 
are many social evils existing like proclaiming women as witches and giving them physical 
torture, gambling, corruption, exploitation, dowry, spending a lot of money in festivals etc.  



Nowadays, numbers of social evils are increasing in our society. People are losing their 
religion, morality, culture and values. People are adopting misconducts developed in foreign 
countries like corruption, drug dealings, girls trafficking, terrorism etc. we should try our best 
to restrict them by our individual and joint effort. We should make everyone conscious about 
the bad impacts of the evil practices. People’s participation can play a vital role because 
government alone can’t control them. If we notice any social misconducts, we should inform 
the policeand help them to eliminate all kinds of social misconducts from our society. 
Group Activities: 

A- What are individual misconducts? List them out. 
B- What are social misconducts? List them out. 
C- Girls trafficking, drug trafficking and robbery hinder the social development. What are 

the possible ways to solve them.  
D- List out the problems created by dowry system and corruption. Also write their 

respective possible solutions.  
Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
List any 10 ways to eradicate social evils from our country. 
Source: 
Solutions to social problems from the internet, parents, neighbors, friends, teachers and news 
article on the solutions to social misconducts. 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- C- Skit on dowry, drinking alcohol and corruption and severe punishment to the 
culprits. 
Day- 28 – Roles of Social Service Organizations to Eliminate Social Problems 
Picture required:  
Logo of Red-Cross and Scout, picture of awareness campaign 
Objective: To find out various organizations involved in eliminating the social problems and 
support them. 
Introduction: 
Village Development Committee, Municipality, District Development Committee and the local 
people can play a vital role to abolish social problems and evils. They can prohibit alcoholic 
drinks, gambling, playing cards and conduct awareness raising campaign and women 
empowerment programme etc. Besides, VDC, Municipality and DDC, we have many social 
organizations which have been the part of solving our problems. 

a. Red-Cross Society: 
Red-Cross Society was established at Geneva, Switzerland in the year 1863 by Jean Henry 
Dunant. Now, it has its branches  in more than 180 nations. It has been serving human beings 
without any discrimination. Its branch in Nepal was established in the year 2020 B.S. (1963) 
with its headquarter at Kalimati, Kathmandu. It mostly concentrates on relief of the victims of 
natural disasters. Besides this, it also helps the sick and injured people by providing blood and 
ambulance service, provides food, clothes, medicines and health facilities for victims of 



refugees at free of cost. It provides service to the people in different occasions like Shivaratri, 
Krishnastami providing first aid and drinking water. It also helps people in child care, nutrition, 
sanitation and has established blood banks in Kathmandu and other major cities of Nepal. 

b. SOS Children Village: 
SOS Children Village was first established in Austria in the year 1949 by Dr. Herman Gmeiner. 
Its branch in Nepal was opened in the year 2028 B.S. at Sano Thimi, Bhaktapur. The motto of 
SOS is to save the Children. This is a social service organization which manages food, education 
and lodging for orphans. Children live there as they live in their own homes. They get an 
elderly lady as their mother and 6-7 brothers and sisters in a house there. The main aim of SOS 
is to provide love, affection and protection for children like parents and give them new life.  

c. Khagendra New Life Centre: 
This organization was established at Jorpati, Kathmandu in the year 2026 B.S. by Khagendra 
Bahadur Basnet. This institution provides education to differently able (Disable) children. 
Many types of skills developing trainings are conducted for the children like tailoring weaving, 
bamboo work etc. its main aim is to give new life to disable children and make them able 
citizens of the country. 

d. Scout: 
Scout was established in England in the year 1907 by Baden Powell. Scout training in Nepal 
was started in the year 2009 B.S. with it’s headquarter at Lainchour, Kathmandu. This 
organization has its slogan ‘Be ready to serve human beings, the world is our home, all the 
people of the world are our brothers and sisters.’ Objectives of Scout are: 

1. To be helpful 
2. To treat others like brothers and sisters.  
3. To be faithful and obedient 
4. To respect the country and the people 
5. To be kind and behave politely 
6. To remain in self discipline 
7. To use money and goods wisely 
8. To be devoted to service 

Besides these, there are number of other organizations running in Nepal to solve our problems 
like Paropakar Sanstha, Nepal Jaycees, Leo and Lions clubs etc. 
Group Activities:  

A- Explain the activities of Nepal red-Cross society 
B- Explain the activities of Khagendra New Life Centre 
C- Explain the activities of Scout 
D- Explain the activities of SOS Children Village 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes 
Residence Assignment: 
Although there are a number of social service organizations established in the country, many 
problems still exist in our country. What should be done to make these organizations more 
effective and eliminate all social problems from Nepal? 



Source: 
Social problems and solutions from the internet, news articles on social problems in Nepal, 
teachers, parents, neighbors and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group D – A short skit on the contribution of Red-Cross, Scout and SOS 
Day- 29- Unit Test 
Day – 30 – Project Assignment: 
All groups will visit neighborhood and interview the people to find out social misconducts 
existing like domestic violence, women exploitation, child labor, drinking alcohol, drug 
addiction etc. and prepare a detail report on it with a proposed list of possible solutions. They 
will submit their work in a week. The project will get 5% of the credit for the first month 
evaluation. 
Note: since this is a sensitive topic and teachers need to guide the students for preparing 
questionnaire and conduct interview to get the real data.  
Day- 31- Quiz from the unit: (This quiz will get 5% credit for the monthly evaluation) 

1. What is the main festival of Tharu? 
2. Name any 3 Jatras (processions) of Newar community. 
3. Which community observes Kora Naach? 
4. Which community observes Dhan Naach? 
5. Which community observes Ghatu Naach? 
6. Name any 2 individual misconducts. 
7. Name any 2 social misconducts. 
8. When was Red-Cross Society established in the world? 
9. When was Scout established in the world? 
10.When was SOS Children Village established in the world? 
11.When was Khagendra New Life Centre established? 
12.When was Nepal Red-Cross Society established? 
13.When was Nepal Scout established? 
14.When was the branch of SOS Children Village established in Nepal? 
15.Who is the founder of Scout? 
16.Who is the founder of Red-Cross Society? 
17.Who is the founder of SOS Children Village? 
18.Who is the founder of Khagendra New Life Centre? 
19.Name any 2 activities of Red-Cross Society in Nepal. 
20.Name any 2 activities of scout in Nepal. 
21.Name any 2 activities of Khagendra New Life Centre. 
22.Name any 2 activities of SOS Children Village.  
23.Name any 5 social problems existing in Nepal. 
24.Give any 2 was to solve social problems. 
25.What does VDC stand for? 
26.What does DDC stand for? 
27.What is the slogan of Scout? 



28.Where is the international headquarter of Red-Cross Society? 
29.Where is the international headquarter of Scout? 
30.Where is the international headquarter of SOS Children Village? 
31.Where is the headquarter of Nepal Red-Cross Society? 
32.Where is the headquarter of Nepal Scout? 
33.Where is the headquarter of SOS Children Village in Nepal?  
34.Where is the headquarter of Khagendra New Life Centre? 
35.Name any 3 major areas which are supported by Red-Cross Society. 

Unit- 5- Our Civic Life 
Day – 32 – Child Rights and Child Rights Movements in Nepal 
Picture required:  
Picture of child right ralley,children enjoying educational rights, child right violation, govt. 
effort to provide child rights, vitamin A programme 
Objective: To identify the child rights and citizens’ responsibility on it. 
Introduction: 
Today’s children are the future of nation. They will lead the country in the path of progress, 
peace and prosperity. In order to make them able citizens of the country, we have to provide 
them with proper environment and child rights to develop their personalities. Contrary to this, 
many children in Nepal are seen begging in the street, working in factories, hotels restaurants, 
houses and public transportation. They are even exploited and not given proper wages. This 
leads to develop negative attitude in them and they may become drug addicts, gamblers, 
thieves, pick pockets and criminals.  
The children are important parts of our country. It is our duty to protect their rights and all 
sorts of facilities to grow into capable citizens to serve the nation in the future. In the year 
1924, child right declaration was made in Geneva. This important document in the world has 
guaranteed many basic child rights like: 

1. Right to be safe in mother’s womb.  
2. Right to take birth safely 
3. Right to get food 
4. Right to get protection from parents 
5. Right against exploitation 
6. Right against separation from parents 
7. Right to get education etc. 

In the year 1989, the United Nations Organization passed a resolution for child rights which 
has been supported and approved by many countries of the world including Nepal. It means, 
they have to provide all the rights documented in the resolution.  
However, the rights are not absolute but they are inter-related with duties. The children also 
have some duties like: 

1. To respect parents, teachers and elders 
2. To listen to others carefully 
3. To show loyalty to the nation 
4. To respect other’s right 



5. To be healthy and hygienic etc. 
Child Right Movement in Nepal: 
More than 40% of the population is children in Nepal. The condition of orphans, destitute and 
homeless children is pitiable. According to a recent data, more than 150 thousands children in 
Nepal are working in factories, industries and other risky works. If we ignore the condition of 
children, we can’t have bright future of the country. 
Nepal government has emphasized on children’s health, food and education under National 
Children Committee. Parliament has passed a law and put a ban on employment of children 
below the age of 14 in any factories and industries. There are a number of organizations in 
Nepal to ensure and promote child rights like Nepal Bal Mandir, Nepal Children Organization, 
Children Workers in Nepal (CWIN), SOS Children Village, Save the Children Fund (UK and USA), 
UNICEF and ILO. In order to protect and promote child rights, we celebrate children’s day on 
29th Bhadra (14th September) every year. 
We should all contribute something at our level and try to raise awareness in the children of 
their rights where lies the bright future and well being of all of us. 
Group Activities: 

A- Explain the present condition of child rights in Nepal. 
B- Discuss in your group and list out different child rights. 
C- Children are the future of nation. How? 
D- Explain various child rights movements and effort to promote them in Nepal.  

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes 
Residence Assignment: 
Discuss with your teachers/parents/neighbors/friends and find out the ways to ensure, protect 
and promote child rights in Nepal. 
Source: 
Nepal and child rights from the internet, data of CWIN, parents, neighbors, teachers and 
friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- A- A short skit on child right violation and protection to the child and punishment to 
the culprits by the combined effort of local people. 
Day- 33- Organs of Government (Legislature) 
Picture required: 
Picture of CA meeting 
Objective: To find out the composition and functions of legislature in Nepal 
Introduction: 
Every government has 3 main organs. They are legislature, executive and judiciary. One of 
them makes new laws, amends the existing laws through the discussion and approval of 
parliament called legislature. The organs that implements or put the laws passed by legislature 
in to action is called executive. And the organ that interprets the laws passed by legislature 
and implemented by executive and applies the laws to individual cases is called judiciary. 



These organs of government work independently but there is a check and balance between 
them.  
Legislature: 
Law, acts, policies and programmes are absolutely necessary in any nation. They are felt more 
important in a democratic nation to work for the welfare of the people and to become more 
responsible to them. Through the laws, we can maintain peace and security in the country. 
The best possible candidates are elected through elections to represent the people at a policy 
level. Then the legislative body is formed. Legislative body is the representative national body 
elected by the people through periodic elections in the country. Among the elected 
representatives, one is appointed as the Speaker and the other as Deputy Speaker to run the 
sessions in the legislative body.  
Legislative body consists of either one house or two houses. If it consists of only one house, it 
is called uni-cameral legislature. If it consists of two houses, it is called bi-cameral legislature. 
In our country, uni-cameral system is in practice at present i.e. House of Representatives 
(Legislative Parliament). Previously, we used to have 2 houses called House of Representatives 
and National Assembly. After Nepal was declared as Federal Democratic Republic, we have 
been following the single house system of legislature. But the new constitution that is being 
prepared by the 2nd Constituent Assembly and it may adopt Bi-cameral system too. 
A democratic legislature identifies various problems of the country and formulates acts, laws, 
policies and programmes to cater the needs of people and solve their problems. It brings those 
rules irrespective of caste, creed, gender, region and religion. All the powers and functions 
performed by legislature are on behalf of people because this body consists of representatives 
from the people. These representatives make laws, acts and policies as per the will of people. 
Thus, it is the most important body of the government.  
Group Activities:  

A- What are the major organs of government? What do they do? 
B- What are the types of legislature? Explain each of them. 
C- What is the formation process of legislature in our country? 
D- What does legislature do? Why is it considered as the most important organ of the 

government? 
Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes 
Residence Assignment: 
What happens to a democratic country if there is no legislative body? Discuss with your 
parents/teachers/ friends and list out the importance of this organ in a country like ours. 
Source: legislature and its importance in a democratic country from the internet, a lawyer 
from the local community, parents, friends and teachers 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- B- A short skit on the bill passing process in the parliament formulating it in to a law 
Day – 34 – Executive 
Picture required: picture of Singha Durbar and some ministries 
Objective: To identify the formation process and functions of executive in Nepal.  



Introduction: 
Executive is another important organ of the government which executes or implements the 
policies approved by the legislature. This body directs, controls, supervises and governs the 
country according to the constitution and other existing laws of the nation. The executive 
includes all government employees from peon level to the highest post, security organs, 
prime-minister and president. The executive of the country has a lot of powers and functions 
in today’s world, unlike the past when it used to maintain legal system and collect taxes from 
the people.  Besides, maintaining peace and security the government has to be responsible in 
each sector of development. The modern executive should provide people with food, shelter, 
clothes, education, health, employment and proper living environment in the country. 
According to the existing laws of the Nepal, the executive is formed through the parliament. 
The president at present has been elected by the Constituent Assembly which also plays the 
role of parliament. The party leader with majority in parliament is appointed as prime-minister 
and other ministers in his cabinet are appointed by him. So, the executive body is always 
responsible and answerable to the parliament. The major functions of executive are as follow: 

1. It appoints, transfers, controls, supervises and dismisses the heads of the constitutional 
organs to run the daily administration smoothly. 

2. It determines and imposes taxes on people. 
3. It appoints the heads of armed forces. 
4. It calls the parliament meetings (Sessions). 
5. It maintains peace and security in the nation. 
6. It maintains diplomatic relations with other nations. 
7. It prepares budget of the country. 
8. It carries out all the development activities in the country etc. 

Group Activities: 
A- Explain the formation process of executive body in Nepal. 
B- Discuss in your group and list out the posts and offices under executive body. 
C- What is the difference between the executive of olden age and today in terms of 

functions. 
D- Discuss in your group and list out the functions of modern executive. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes 
Residence Assignment: 
How can we support and help the executive (government) from our level? Discuss with your 
teachers and family membesr and list out the ways. 
Source: 
People’s participation in the government activities from the internet, parents, teachers, 
neighbors and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group – C- A short skit on prime-minister having meeting with different minister and giving 
directions to various necessary projects to be established in the country. 
Day- 35- Judiciary 



Picture required: 
Picture of Supreme Court, decision of case in the court 
Objective: to find out the formation process and functions of judiciary in Nepal 
Introduction:  
Another organ of the government which applies the laws passed by legislature and 
implemented by executive and justice to people is called judiciary. The people’s welfare and 
security depend on the impartial and quick administration of justice from the judiciary.  
Judiciary in Nepal is formed by the 3 level of courts i.e. District court, Appeal court and 
Supreme court. District court is called the court of entrance, Appeal court is called the bridge 
court and the Supreme Court is called the final court of justice. There are 75 district courts 
having minimum 1 judge, 16 appeal courts with minimum 5 to 7 judges and a Supreme Court 
with 15 permanent judges. Chief Justice is the head of judiciary. Present Chief Justice, Khilaraj 
Regmi has been appointed as the chairman of council of minister for CA elections. 
Judiciary preserves and protects the constitution and other laws so it is called the guardian of 
constitution. It interpretes the laws whenever necessary. It investigates, identifies and 
punishes the wrong doers giving justice to the victims. It also gives suggestions and advices to 
the legislature as well as executive.  
Judiciary safeguards the people’s fundamental rights. When people are exploited with their 
rights, they can file the case in district court. If they are not satisfied with the justice given by 
district court, they can appeal to appellate court and then to Supreme Court.  
Group Activities: 

A- Why is judiciary very important? 
B- Explain the formation process of judiciary in Nepal. 
C- Why is judiciary called the guardian of the constitution? 
D- Discuss in your group and list out the powers and functions of modern judiciary. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Discuss with your family members, friends and teachers and prepare a note on how judiciary 
functions. 
Source: 
Present judicial system of Nepal from the internet, parents, neighbors, friends, lawyer in the 
locality and teachers 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group – D- A short skit on the decision of a case (2 lawyers, a judge, 2 parties and audience) 
Day- 36- Unit test 
Day- 37- Project Assignment: 
All groups visit a legal advisor’s office in their community and interview with him/her on the 
proceedings of cases in the court and prepare a detail report on the justice system in Nepal. 
They will submit their project report within a week. The project will get 5% of the credit for the 
second month evaluation. 
Day- 38- Quiz from the unit: (This quiz will get 5% credit for the monthly evaluation) 



1. What do you mean by child rights? 
2. Name any 5 basic child rights. 
3. Name any 4 organizations working for child rights in Nepal. 
4. What does CWIN stand for? 
5. What does UNICEF stand for? 
6. What does ILO stand for? 
7. When was the first declaration on child rights made? 
8. Name any 2 effective ways to protect child rights. 
9. What are the 3 main organs of government? 
10.What does legislature do? 
11.What does executive do? 
12.What does judiciary do? 
13.What is uni-cameral legislature? 
14.What is bi-cameral legislature? 
15.What is multi-cameral legislature? 
16.How are legislative body members appointed? 
17.How many members are there in the present legislative body in Nepal?  
18.Who is the head of government in Nepal? 
19.Name any 4 functions of legislature. 
20.Name any 4 functions of executive. 
21.Name any 4 functions of judiciary. 
22.What are the 3 levels of courts in Nepal? 
23.How many district courts are there in Nepal? 
24.How many appeal courts are there in Nepal? 
25.How many Supreme Courts are there in Nepal? 
26.Which court is known as the court of entrance? 
27.Which court is known as the bridge court in Nepal? 
28.Which court is known as the final court of justice in Nepal? 
29.Who is the head of judiciary? 
30.Who runs the sessions in parliament? 
31.Which organ is known as the guardian of the constitution? 

Unit- 6- Our Earth 
Day- 39- Change on the Surface of the Earth 
Picture required: map of world showing earthquake and volcanic belts, volcano, glaciers, 
denudation of rivers, rainfall and U shaped Valley. 
Objective: To find out various factors to bring change on the surface of the earth 
Introduction: 
The surface of the earth has different forms like continents, mountains, oceans, plateaus, 
plains, island etc. although they seem to be constant, as time passes, their appearance and 
structure changes. About 20 million years ago, there was a great Tethees Sea instead of 
Himalayan range. The structure of earth changes continuously due to external and internal 
agents. These agents change the surface of the earth within a short period of time. Internal 



agents consist of volcano and earthquake whereas external agents include rivers, glaciers, 
winds, rainfall, gasses, plants, animals etc.  

a. Earthquake:  
A sudden violent or mild shaking of a part or the whole earth due to volcanoes or some other 
internal factors is known as earthquake. Earthquake is a powerful internal phenomenon which 
can bring massive change on the surface of the earth. Earthquake is measured in the unit of 
Richter scale by seismograph. There are 2 major earthquake belts in the world i.e. Circum-
Pacific Belt and Alpine Himalayan Belt.  
When earthquake takes place, chasms are created from where sand and water come out of 
the earth resulting change on the surface of the earth. Due to greater earthquake, large 
portion of the earth surface may sink in water and turn into ocean and ocean floors may rise 
up to create plains or mountains. Earthquake also causes landslide resulting change on earth’s 
surface. 

b. Volcano: 
An opening in the earth crust through which molten rocks, flames, ashes and gases come out 
of the earth is known as volcano. There are thousands of volcanoes in the earth and about 500 
volcanoes are still active among them. Volcanoes mainly occur on the weaker parts near sea 
coast. Due to great volcanoes, the ashes and lava gather near the crater and hills are formed. 
Volcanic mountains and rocks are formed due to volcano. When lava solidifies on the way of 
rivers, their flow is interrupted and can form lakes and quicksand. 

c. Rivers:  
A mass of water flowing on the surface of the earth under the gravitational action is called a 
river. Rivers are important external agents which bring change on earth’s surface. Due to the 
rivers, erosion takes place. In the hilly areas, the rivers are in high speed and erode the floor 
over which they flow. They gather these eroded materials in different places forming flood 
plains and deltas. The erosin and deposition process of rivers bring change on the surface of 
the earth. Kaligandaki Gorge at Dana, Seti Gorge in Pokhara and Bagmati Gorge at Chobhar are 
formed as a result of erosion and plains of terai are formed as a result of deposition.  

d. Glaciers:  
A flow of large snow mass due to the high pressure of snow in the higher altitude is called 
glacier. Glaciers are found in high mountains like Himalayas, Alps, Rockies and Andes and polar 
region like Greenland, Iceland and Antarctica. When glaciers flow, they sweep away the rocks 
and soil and bring change on the surface of the earth. They erode narrow V shaped river valley 
and convert U shaped valley. When the ice melts in the warmer areas, the glaciers deposit the 
swept away materials like soils and rocks and form moraines. 

e. Wind: 
Current of air that blows according to the condition of air pressure is called wind. Wind also is 
an external agent to bring change on the earth’s surface. The wind transport, erode and  
deposit dust particles, sand and rocks forming Gara and Yardang in the high pressure areas 
and Dunes and Berchan in the low pressure areas.  

f. Waves: 



Up and down movement of water on its surface due to wind is called wave. When there is 
strong wind, big waves are created and they erode the land on the coastal areas. Due to the 
continuous strike of waves, the land structure changes forming curves, cliffs, sea pebbles and 
caves in the sea coast.  

g. Sun: 
The sun is the nearest star from the earth. The rays of the sun reach the earth in 8 minutes. 
The sun also is an external agent of changing the earth’s surface. The rocks become hot in the 
day and cool in the night. Due to continuous heating and cooling, the rocks get cracked and 
split. This is how, the sun brings change on the surface of the earth.  
Besides these, there are number of other agents which bring change on the earth’s surface like 
frost, gases, rainfall, animals, plants etc.  
Group Activities: 

A- Explain how earthquake brings change on earth’s surface. 
B- Explain how volcano brings change on earth’s surface. 
C- Explain how wind and rivers bring change on earth’s surface. 
D- Explain how sunlight, glaciers and waves bring change on the surface of the earth. 

Presentation: to  
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
The earth surface has been changing day by day due to internal and external agents of change. 
Is it good or bad? Discuss with your parents, teachers and friends and list out its advantages 
and disadvantages. 
Source: 
Factors bring change on earth’s surface from the internet, news articles on geographical 
changes, parents, teachers and friends. 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- A- A short skit on agents to bring change on earth’s surface. 
Day- 40- Unit Test from the factors to bring change on the surface of the earth 
Geography of Nepal 
Day- 41- Western development Region 
Picture required: map of Nepal with clear indication of WDR, map of WDR, Soil and Vegetation 
map of WDR, Lumbini, Mukti Nath, Pokhara valley, Annapurna, sugar factory at sunwal 
Objective: To identify the physical, social and economic condition of western development 
region and to find out the problems of physical changes with their preventive measures 
Introduction: 
Western development region lies between central and Mid-western development regions. 
China lies to the north and India lies to the south of this development region. It has 3 zones 
and 16 districts with its area of 29, 398 sq.km. It has all 3 geographical regions i.e. Himalayan, 
hilly and terai. 
Western development region has many mountain ranges like Mustang, Damodar, Gorkha 
thaple, Ganesh, Annapurna, Dhaulagiri etc. these mountain ranges consist many mountains 
like Dhaulagiri, Annapurna, Machhapuchhre, Manaslu, Himchuli, Yangra, Churea etc. WDR 



consists Dana Gorge (the deepest gorge in the world) in Kaligandaki river. The Tilicho lake 
situated at the height of 4912 m above sea level in Manang, Damodar Kunda, Narad Kunda, 
Phewa, Rupa, Begnas, Dipang, Satyabati, Khaste and Madi lakes add the beauty of the 
development region. 
Pokhara valley also receives highest amount of annual rainfall in Nepal and is called the 
Cherapunji of Nepal. The Saptagandaki system irrigate the land of this region. The tributaries 
of saptagandaki are Kaligandaki, Budhigandaki, Setigandaki, Trishuli, Madi, Marsyangdi and 
Daraudi. The Saptagandaki river in terai is known as Narayani. Annapurna Conservation Area, 
the biggest conservation area and best example of eco-tourism in Nepal, protects many flora 
and fauna in WDR. 
All 5 types of vegetation according to the altitude are found in WDR: 
Vegetation Altitude 

Tropical Evergreen Vegetation Up to 1200m above sea level 
Deciduous Monsoon Forest 1200m to 2100m above sea level 

Coniferous Evergreen Forest 2100m to 3300m above sea level 
Alpine Vegetation 3300m to 5000m above sea level 

Tundra Vegetation Above 5000m 
 
This development region has vast potential of minerals like iron ore in Bhutkhola near 
Bandipur, copper in Gorkha, petroleum in Muktinath, lead in Baglung, gold at the bank of 
Kaligandaki, Budhigandaki and Marsyangdi, slate in Bandipur, cobalt in Gulmi etc.  
Although the soil of Himalayan region is not fertile, the Bhabar, inner terai,  and terai belts 
have sandy alluvial soil which produces varieties of crops. 
Socio-Economic Condition of WDR: 
WDR is densly populated region after CDR and EDR. Thakalis and Bhotiyas live in the northern 
part, Brahmin, Chhetri and other castes are living in hilly region and Tharu are the original 
settlers of Terai. 
The people in WDR celebrate Dashin, Tihar Holi Chhath, Janai Purnima, Lhosar, Maghi etc. 
famous pilgrimages of this region are Muktinath, Baglung Kalika, Barahi, Manakamana, 
Bindhebasini, Gorakhnath and Lumbini.  
Agriculture is the main occupation of the people. fruits like apple, apricots, mangoes, oranges 
and the crops like paddy, wheat, maize, buckwheat etc. are grown in this region. Sugarcane 
and mustard are major cash crops. Jomsom, Pokhara, Gorkha, Tansen and Lumbini are major 
tourist centers.  
Besides agriculture and tourism, people are involved in various other occupations like industry, 
service in Indian and British army. Many industries like Marpha and Tukuche brewery, Gorkha 
Rubber Factory, Annapurna Cement Factory and meny sugar mills have increased the 
employment opportunities and overall raised the economic standard of the people. 
Group Activities: 

A- Write the area and location of WDR with the number of its zones and districts. 
B- Explain the geographical situation (Physical environment) of WDR. 



C- Explain the types of vegetation and the soil found in WDR. 
D- Pokhara Valley receives highest amount of annual rainfall. Explain the geographical 

reasons for it. 
Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
How have the existing geographical features helped to improve the quality of life in WDR? 
Source: 
Our development regions and their potential from the internet, atlas book, parents, teachers 
and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- B- A short skit on various occupations adopted by the people of WDR 
Day- 42- Mid-Western development Region 
Picture required: 
Map of Nepal showing MWDR, Map of MWDR, Vegetation and soil of MWDR, Phoksundo and 
Rara lakes, Jumla apple farming 
Objective: To find out the physical, social and economic condition of MWDR 
Introduction: 
MWDR lies between WDR and FWDR. It is bordered with China to the north and India to the 
south. MWDR has 3 zones and 15 districts with its area of 42,378 sq.km. Like other regions, 
MWDR has all 3 physical regions i.e. Himalayan, hilly and terai. Though this development 
region has less fertile land compared to EDR and CDR, it has the biggest ‘Inner Terai’. Hilly 
region consists of high rocky hills and deep valleys. Himalayan region has many mountain 
ranges like Kanjirowa, Sisne, Patarasi, Hiunchuli, Nalankar, Chandi, Gotakh, Kanti, Gautam etc. 
The famous mountains are Kanjirowa, Nalankar, Danfesal etc. The famous passes of this region 
are Namja, Changla, Mane and Lapche.  
The biggest region of this region and the longest in Nepal, Karnali flows in this region. The 
tributaries of Karnali are Humla Karnali, Mugu Karnali, Sani Bheri, Thuli Bheri, Seti, Tila and 
Ganga. Other rivers are Babai and Rapti. Lakes like Rara, Phoksundo, Syarpu, Judula and 
Kuvinde add the beauty of this region.  
Natural vegetation is of similar type like WDR: 
Vegetation Altitude 

Tropical Evergreen Vegetation Up to 1200m above sea level 
Deciduous Monsoon Forest 1200m to 2100m above sea level 
Coniferous Evergreen Forest 2100m to 3300m above sea level 

Alpine Vegetation 3300m to 5000m above sea level 
Tundra Vegetation Above 5000m 

 
There are various possibilities of minerals like coal in Dang and Salyan, Iron ore in Pyuthan, 
copper, dolomite, gypsum and salt petre in Salyan and petroleum and mica in Doti, Dailekh 
and Pyuthan. 



The soil is less fertile comparatively. The upper part of this region has rocky soil whereas terai 
belt has alluvial soil. 
Socio-economic condition of MWDR: 
MWDR is thinly populated region after FWDR. It has the lowest population density. Mainly, 
Bhotes live in the Himalayan region and Brahmin, Chhetri, Thakali and Magar in the hilly 
region. Tharu are the original settlers in terai. Most people follow Hinduism with less Buddhist 
people and Muslims mainly concentrated in Nepalgunj. They celebrate Dashain, Tihar, Holi, 
Chhath, Lhosar, Maghi, Buddha Purnima and ID. Sworgadwari, Padukasthan, Kakre Bihar and 
Chandan Nath are famous religious places in this region. 
Although main occupation is agriculture, people do not produce enough food for them and 
often suffer from shortage of food. Industries are not developed on a large scale here. 
Nepalgunj is the center of trade, commerce and business. Many parts of hilly and Himalayan 
regions are not accessible due to lack of transportation. Very often, epidemics and famine 
affect the region resulting it as most backward region. 
This region can be developed by emphasizing the tourism sector, establishing schools and 
colleges, constructing roads in upper parts, providing independent agricultural lands to freed 
bonded laborer and overcoming Kamlari.  
Group activities: 

A- Explain the location, size and boundry of MWDR with the number of zones and districts. 
B- Explain the physical features of MWDR. 
C- Explain the vegetation and minerals of MWDR. 
D- Explain the ways to overcome Kamlari system existing in MWDR. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes 
Residence Assignment: 
MWDR is the most backward region in Nepal. It is also called the development region with 
problems. Discuss with your parents, teachers and friends and find out the ways to uplift the 
standard of people in MWDR. 
Source: 
Our development regions and their potential from the internet, parents, teachers, Atlas book 
and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- C- A short skit on Kamlari system 
Day- 43- Far-Western Development Region: 
Picture required: 
Map of Nepal showing FWDR, map of FWDR, Vegetation and soil of FWDR, Cotton farming, 
Khaptad N.P and Shuklaphata Wild Life Reserve 
Objective: To find out the physical, social and economic condition of FWDR 
Introduction:  
FWDR is bordered with MWDR to the east, India to the south, west and some parts to the 
north and China to the remaining parts to the north. It is the smallest development region 
which has 2 zones and 9 districts with an area of 19,539 sq.km.  



FWDR consists tearain, hilly and Himalayan regions like other development regions. There are 
many mountain ranges like Gurans, Byas Rishi, Api, Saipal, Nampha, Yokapahad, Lasa etc. The 
central part consists steep lands and in the south the terrain belts. Mahakali, Seti, 
Soornayagadh, Budhi Ganga and Chaulane are the main rivers flowing through this region. 
Khaptad and Surma are the main lakes of the region. Shuklaphanta Wild Life Reserve and 
Khaptad National Park attract a large number of tourists in this region. FWDR receives highest 
winter rain. In summer, the hot wind ‘Loo’ from Thar desert of India affects Mahendranagar, 
Dhangadhi and other parts near to them.  
The vegetation is of similar type like WDR: 

Vegetation Altitude 
Tropical Evergreen Vegetation Up to 1200m above sea level 

Deciduous Monsoon Forest 1200m to 2100m above sea level 
Coniferous Evergreen Forest 2100m to 3300m above sea level 

Alpine Vegetation 3300m to 5000m above sea level 
Tundra Vegetation Above 5000m 
 
This region also has great potential for various minerals like copper in Baitadi, Mica in Bajhang 
and Doti, Petrolium and gold in Dhangadhi and Bajhang, lead in Bajhang, slate and salt-petre in 
Doti and Bajhang.  Soil is of glacial in Himalayan region, rocky in the hilly region and alluvial in 
terai. 
Socio-Economic Condition of FWDR  
FWDR has the lowest population among all the development regions. Brahmin and Chhetri live 
in the northern part, Thakuri and chhetri in the hilly region and Tharu in the southern Terai. 
Majority people follow Hinduism. Very few people are Buddhist, Muslim, Jain and Christians. 
Dashain, Tihar, Holi and Maghi are main festivals celebrated in the region. Ram Mandir in 
Bajhang, Siddhibaba and Jalwadevi in Kanchanpur, Ugrataradevi in Dadeldhura and Tapoban in 
Darchula are main religious sites.  
FWDR is better in agricultural activities than MWDR producing rice, maize, wheat, buckwheat, 
oilseeds etc. cotton and mustard are main cash crops. Mahendranagar, Dhangadhi and 
Silgadhi are main industrial centers. Some people go to India and earn their livelihood.  
This region can be developed by expanding cotton production, establishing textile mills, 
expanding transportation system in northern part and developing tourism centers.  
Group Activities: 

A- Explain the location, boundry, and size of FWDR with the number of zones and districts. 
B- Explain the physical features of FWDR. 
C- Explain the natural vegetation, minerals and soil of FWDR 
D- Explain the socio-economic life of the people of FWDR. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 



FWDR can be developed as one of the finest tourist centers. Discuss with your parents, 
teachers and friends and find out the possibilities of tourism development in FWDR. 
Source: 
Our development regions and their potential from the internet, Atlas book, teachers, parents 
and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- D- A short skit on tourism activities in Khaptad National Park and Shuklaphata Wild Life 
Reserve 
Day- 44- Unit Test from Geography of Nepal 
Day- 45- Map work of development regions 
World Geography 
Day- 46- Africa 
Picture required: 
World map showing Africa, Sahara desert, Savanna grassland and Atlas mountain range 
Objective: To find out physical and social condition of Africa and compare with Nepal 
Introduction: 
Africa is the second largest continent with its area of about 30,258,000 sq.km. it covers about 
22% of the total land of the earth. It extends from Mediterranean Sea in the north to the south 
Atlantic Ocean. It is bordered by Indian Ocean and Suez Canal separates it from Asia. Europe 
and Africa are also bordered by the Strait of Gibraltar. 
Countries of Africa with their respective capital cities: 
 
Capitals of African Countries 

Country Capital 

Algeria Algiers  

Angola Luanda  

Benin Porto-Novo  

Botswana Gaborone  

Burkina Faso Ouagadougou  

Burundi Bujumbura  

Cameroon Yaoundé  

Cape Verde Praia  

Central African 
Republic 

Bangui  

Chad N'Djamena  

Comoros Moroni  

Congo Brazzaville  

Côte d'Ivoire Yamoussoukro  

Djibouti Djibouti  

Egypt Cairo  

Country Capital 

Madagascar Antananarivo  

Malawi Lilongwe  

Mali Bamako  

Mauritania Nouakchott  

Mauritius Port Louis  

Mayotte 
Dzaoudzi and 

Mamoudzou  

Morocco Rabat  

Mozambique Maputo  

Namibia Windhoek  

Niger Niamey  

Nigeria Abuja  

Reunion Saint-Denis  

Rwanda Kigali  

Sao Tome and 

Principe 
Sao Tome  



Equatorial Guinea Malabo  

Eritrea Asmara  

Ethiopia Addis Ababa  

Gabon Libreville  

Gambia Banjul  

Ghana Accra  

Guinea Conakry  

Guinea-Bissau Bissau  

Ivory Coast 
Abidjan and 
Yamoussoukro  

Kenya Nairobi  

Lesotho Maseru  

Liberia Monrovia  

Libya Tripoli  
 

Senegal Dakar  

Seychelles Victoria  

Sierre Leone Freetown  

Somalia Mogadishu  

South Africa Cape Town  

St. Helena Jamestown  

Swaziland Mbabane and Lobamba  

Tanzania Dar es Salaam  

Togo Lome  

Tunisia Tunis  

Uganda Kampala  

Zambia Lusaka  

Zimbabwe Harare  
 

 
 

Physical Division: 
Africa has homogeneous physical structure. It looks like plateau and consists many plateaus so 
it is called the plateau of plateaus. However, it has varieties of physical features.  
In the north, there are Atlas Mountains and Cape range in the south. Atlas is a young fold 
mountain whereas Cape Range is an Old Fold mountain. This continent has the largest desert 
in the world called ‘Sahara desert’. It lies in the northern part of Africa and covers about 20% 
of the total land of the continent. There are other deserts in the south like Namib and Kalahari.  
The eastern part has famous Great Rift Valley which is 7000 km long and 3000 m. deep. This 
region is one of the weakest regions of the earth. Thus, many volcanoes erupt here and 
volcanic mountains are formed. The highest peak of Africa, Mt. Kilimanjaro (5895 m) a volcanic 
mountain lies in Kenya. 
There are extended grasslands to the north and south of the equator called ‘Savanna 
Grasslands’ which is the home of almot 90% animal species of the world. This is called the zoo 
of the world. 
It is estimated that human beings were originated from eastern part of Africa. One of the 
oldest human civilization developed in the valley of river Nile is called Egyptian Civilization. 
Contrary to this, the continent is still backward, people’s life standard is very low, natural 
resources are not utilized properly, many civil and international wars have hindered the 
development of the continent. Thus, it is called the ‘Dark Continent’.  
Most Africans are involved in agriculture and only a small portion of people are involved in 
industries. Egypt, South Africa and Nigeria are economically better countries. 
AIDS has been spreading as an epidemic, many people of Africa are illiterate, poverty is 
existing every where and many tribal groups still live primitive life. Thus, these nations have to 
be helped by other countries and continents from the humanitarian ground.  



Group Activities: 
A- Explain the location, size and boundary of Africa. 
B- Explain the physical features of Africa. 
C- Discuss in your group and list out the problems existing Africa. 
D- Explain the life in Africa. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Discuss with your family members, neighbors, friends and teachers and find out the possible 
steps to be taken to improve the quality of life of African people. 
Source: 
Atlas book, world geography, problems of African nations from the internet, parents, teachers 
and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- A- A short skit depicting the problems in Africa with their solutions by the rich nations 
of other continents 
Day- 47- Map work Africa: 
The facilitator provides an outline map of Africa to each student and all the students insert 
various facts in it. 
Day- 48- North America: 
Picture required: 
World map showing North America, rocky mountain, large scale industries of N. America, 
modern farming, map of N. America with various facts 
Introduction: 
North America is the third largest continent in the world with its area of about 24,237,000 
sq.km. North America is surrounded by the Pacific, the Atlantic and the Arctic Oceans. The 
Panama Canal separates North America from South America. The Hudson Bay in the north and 
Gulf of Mexico in the south are large openings of the Sea.  
Physically, North America can be divided in to 3 regions: 
The Rocky Mountains extend from Alaska in the north to the Panama Canal in the south. It is 
young fold mountain like Himalayas. Mt. Mckinley (6194 m) is the highest peak of North 
America which is in Rocky Mountain Range. 
Central Low Lands extend from Hudson Bay in the north to the Gulf of Mexico in the south. 
Extended grasslands called ‘Prairies’ are drained by many rivers and produce varieties of crops. 
T hus, it is called the bread basket of the world.  
The Eastern Highlands extend from New Foundland Island in the north to the south coast of 
the continent. These are old fold mountains. 
Countries and their respective capital cities of North America: 
 

Country Capital 

Antigua and Barbuda St. Johns  



Bahamas Nassau  

Barbados Bridgetown  

Belize Belmopan  

Canada Ottawa  

Costa Rica San José  

Cuba Havana  

Dominica Roseau  

Dominican Republic St. Domingo  

El Salvador San Salvador  

Grenada St. George's  

Guatemala Guatemala  

Haiti Port-au-Prince  

Honduras Tegucigalpa  

Jamaica Kingston  

Mexico Mexico City  

Nicaragua Managua  

Panama Panamá  

St. Kitts and Nevis Basseterre  

St. Lucia Castries  

Trinidad and Tobago Port of Spain  

United States of America Washington D.C. 

Red Indians are the native people of America. Eskimos live in Igloo and Tupiks in the northern 
part of the continent. The people who migrated from European nations live in the central and 
southern part of the continent. Most people follow Christianity. North American people have 
utiliaed all the resources to a great extent which results the continent to be called as ‘New 
Land’. Most people are involved in industries and services unlike Nepal. Hardly 10% people are 
involved in commercial farming. The people are busy and have very high standard life.  
Group Activities: 

A- Explain the location, size and boundary of North America. 
B- Explain the physical features of North America. 
C- Explain the life of the people in North America. 
D- Discuss in your group and list out the reasons why North America is called the ‘New 

Land’. 
Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Most North Americans have adopted industry as a main occupation and are well developed. 
What should the developing countries like Nepal learn from it? Compare economic activities of 
North America and Nepal and list out the lessons that we learn from North America. 



Source: 
Atlas Book, world geography, economic activities of North America from the internet, teachers 
and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- B- A short skit on the economic activities of North America 
Day – 49 – Map work of North America: 
The facilitator provides an outline map of North America to each student and all the students 
insert various facts in it. 
Day- 50 – South America: 
Picture required: 
Map of the world showing South America, Map of South America with various facts, Andes 
mountain, Angel’s Falls 
Objective: To find out the physical , social and economic condition of South America 
Introduction: 
South America is the fourth largest continent in the world with an area of about 17,806,000 
sq.km. it is surrounded by the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans. South America is separated 
from North America by the Panama Canal. This continent is called the ‘Land of Superlatives’ as 
many geographical superlatives are found in the continent like: 

1. Longest Mountain Range- The Andes 
2. The largest river- The Amazon 
3. The driest place – Atacama desert 
4. The stormiest place- Cape Horn 
5. The largest rainforest- The Amazon Forest 
6. The longest waterfall- Angel’s falls etc. 

South America can broadly be divided in to 3 physical regions like the Andes, the Centarl Low 
Lands and the Eastern Highlands. The highest peak of the continent is Mt. Aconcagua (7022 m) 
in Argentina. Andes Mountain Range is the longest mountain range in the world. It consists 
many mountains, lakes like Titicaca, deserts like Atacama in it. The central lowlands are 
drained by the rivers like the Orinoco, the Amazon, the Parana and Paraguay. The land is 
fertile to grow varieties of crops. The eastern highlands consist of Brazilian and Guiana 
Highlands. These mountains are old fold mountains.  
Countries of South America and their respective capital cities: 
 

Country Capital 

Argentina Buenos Aires  

Bolivia La Paz  

Brazil Brasilia  

Chile Santiago  

Colombia Bogota  

Ecuador Quito  

Guyana Georgetown  



Paraguay Asuncion  

Peru Lima  

Suriname Paramaribo  

Uruguay Montevideo  

Venezuela Caracas  

French Guiana Cayenne  

Falkland Islands Stanley  

Most people of South America follow Christianity. They mostly speak Spanish and Portuguese 
languages. Brazil, Chile and Argentina are better economically with many industries in 
operation. Other countries are still developing countries. Although South America has vast 
natural resources, the people are not able to utilize them properly like Nepal. However, their 
major occupations are agriculture, industries, animal husbandry and fishing.  
Group activities: 

A- Explain the location, size and boundary of South America. 
B- Explain the physical features of South America. 
C- Explain the life of South American people. 
D- South America is called the land of superlatives. Why? 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Economic activities and condition of natural resources are similar in South American nations 
and Nepal. How? 
Source: 
Atlas book, World Geography, economic activities of South America and Nepal from the 
internet, teachers and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- C- A short presentation on economic activities carried out in Andes, Central Lowlands 
and Eastern Highlands. 
Day- 51- Map work of South America: 
The facilitator provides an outline map of South America to each student and all the students 
insert various facts in it. 
Day- 52- Unit test from the world geography 
Day- 53- Map work of Nepal I: 
The facilitator introduces the specific method of drawing map and all the students practice the 
same method of drawing map. The students also learn the symbols for various facts and scale 
to use in the map.  
Day- 54- Map work of Nepal II: 
The students draw the map and insert various facts like physical and administrative units, 
major cities, lakes and rivers in separate maps. 
Day -55- Map work of Nepal III: 



The students draw the map and insert various facts like major mountains, highways, religious 
sites and crop production areas in separate maps. 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- D- A short presentation on map work of Nepal 
Day- 56- Unit test from Map work of Nepal 
Day- 57- Project Assignment: 
All groups visit the school library and surf the internet and research on Antarctica. Although 
Antarctica is covered with snow and there is no human settlement, the students will find out 
the possibilities, problems, location, size etc about the continent. They will submit the report 
within a week. The project will get 5% of the credit for the monthly evaluation. 
Day- 58- Quiz from the unit: (This quiz will get 5% credit for the monthly evaluation) 

1. Name any 2 internal agents to bring change on the surface of the earth.  
2. Name any 2 external agents to bring change on the surface of the earth. 
3. What type of valley is created by rivers? 
4. What type of valley is created by glaciers? 
5. Name 4 different structures created by wind? 
6. What is carter? 
7. What is hypocenter? 
8. What is epicenter? 
9. Name the instrument measuring earthquake. 
10.What are 2 major earthquake belts of the earth? 
11.What is the unit of earthquake measurement? 
12.What does WDR stand for? 
13.What does MWDR stand for? 
14.What does FWDR stand for? 
15.How many zones and districts are there in WDR? 
16.How many zones and districts are there in MWDR? 
17.How many zones and districts are there in FWDR? 
18.Name any 3 famous mountains of WDR. 
19.Name any 3 famous mountains of MWDR. 
20.Name any 3 famous mountains of FWDR. 
21.Name 5 types of vegetation found in all the development regions. 
22.What type of soil is found in the terrain belt of all the development regions? 
23.What is the other name given to Africa? 
24.What is the other name given to North America? 
25.What is the other name given to South America? 
26.Name the largest continent. 
27.Name the second largest continent. 
28.Name the third largest continent. 
29.Name the fourth largest continent. 
30.Which region of is called the zoo of the world? 
31.Name the biggest desert in the world. 



32.Name the longest mountain range in the world. 
33.Name any 3 superlatives of South America. 
34.What is the capital city of Kenya? 
35.What is the capital city of Egypt? 
36.What is the capital city of South Africa? 
37.What is the capital city of USA? 
38.What is the capital city of Canada? 
39.What is the capital city of Mexico? 
40.What is the capital city of Brazil? 
41.What is the capital city of Argentina? 
42.What is the capital city of Peru? 

Unit- 7- Our Past 
History of Nepal 
Day- 59- Unification Campaign of Nepal: 
Picture required: 
Gorkha palace, map of Nepal showing Baise-Chaubise states, P.N.shah, Nuwakot palace, Kalu 
Pandey 
Objective: To find out the unification campaign of Nepal and before Prithvi Narayan Shah and 
its achievements 
Introduction: 
In the olden days, Nepal was divided in to several tiny states. They had their own kings and 
certain area of the state. They were weak and powerless. On top of that, they didn’t have 
good relation with each other. The number of tiny states increased and decreased due to 
unification and separation time and again. Several powerful kings of those tiny states in 
different periods tried to unify them in to a big nation but the credit goes to Prithvi Narayan 
Shah of Gorkha. Some of the powerful rulesr who tried to unify such tiny states are: 

1. Mandeva who is considered as the pioneer unifier of Nepal, extended  his territory of 
Nepal from Vaishali to Kushinagar. 

2. Nag Raj of Karnali region captured some parts of Tibet, Sinja and its neighboring Khasa 
states and extended his territory up to Trishuli in the east, Gadhwal and Laddhakh in the 
west. 

3. Ashok Challa, another ruler of Sinja had annexed Kumaun, Bodhgaya and some parts of 
Tibet. 

4. Hari Singh Dev of Tirhoot empire conquered the whole Mithila area and southern plains. 
5. Jayasthiti Malla encountered Muslim rulers and captured some Muslim ruled areas. 
6. Yakshya Malla extended his kingdom up to Morang in the east, Mithila, Magadh and 

Gaya in the south, Trishuli in the west and Sikarjong in the north. 
7. Mukunda Sen of Palpa expanded his kingdom up to the Mechi river in the east and 

Kumaun in the west but his sons divided the state in to small kingdoms and started 
ruling them separately.  

Kulmandan Khan ruled over Nuwakot and later he annexed Kaski to his kingdom. He acquered 
the title of ‘Shah’ from the emperor of Delhi. Yashobramha Shah was the youngest son of 



Kulmandan Shah. Yashobramha Shah had 2 sons-Narahari Shah who ruled over Lamjung and 
drabya Shah who established independent Gorkha state and started ruling over it. After 
Drabya Shah, Ram Shah, Dambar Shah, Krishna Shah, Rudra Shah, Prithvipati Shah, Narabhupal 
Shah and Prithvi Narayan Shah ruled over Gorkha.  
Prithvi Narayan Shah was born to Kausalyawati, the second wife of Narabhupal Shah. He was 
brave, clever and courageous from his childhood. He got all required education and trainings 
from his elder mother Chandrapravawati and Aryal and Joshi families. His stories related to his 
mother swallowing the sun in her dream and his meeting with the god Gorakh Nath are very 
interesting and relevant to his mission in his life later. He had marriage relation with the state 
of Makawanpur and Benaras. 
When Prithvi Narayan Shah was returning back to Gorkha from Makawanpur, he saw the 
beautiful Nepal valley from Chandragiri hill and wanted to be the king of this valley. His dream 
to be the king of Nepal valley led him towards unification campaign. 
Group activities: 

A- Explain the condition of Nepal before unification campaign. 
B- List out the rulers who tried to unify Nepal before Prithvi Narayan Shah. 
C- Explain the history of Shah Kings in Gorkha. 
D- Explain Prithvi Narayan Shah as a brave, determined and successful ruler. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes 
Residence Assignment: 
Explain the story of Prithvi Narayan Shah related to his mother swallowing the sun and his 
meeting with Gorakh Nath. 
Source:  
Medieval history of Nepal by Pitamber Lal Yadav, history of Nepal from the internet, parents, 
teachers and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- A- A shot skit on the incident of Chandragiri hill 
Day- 60- Unification Campaign of Prithvi Narayan Shah 
Picture required:  
Picture of Chandragiri hill, Nuwakot palace, beautiful Nepal valley, photo of P.N.Shah with map 
of Nepal 
Objective: To find out the unification campaign of Prithvi Narayan Shah and his achievements 
Introduction: 
Prithvi Narayan Shah was born on 27th Paoush 1779 B.S. he married Indra Kumari, the princess 
of Makwanpur at the age of 14. Afterwards, he also married Narendra Laxmi, the princess of 
Benaras. He was ascended to the throne of Gorkha at the age of 20 in the year 1799 B.S. to 
make his father’s dream come true, Prithvi Narayan Shah attacked Nuwakot in 1800 B.S. but in 
vain. He learned the lesson that skilled and trained army, proper planning and enough 
weapons are required to win a war.  
 
 



 
 Prithvi Narayan Shah started preparing for the war. He brought weapons and skillful soldiers 
to train the Gorkhali army. He collected cash and kind from Gorkhali people. He attracted 
Gorkhali youths towards his army through ‘Marwat’ policy. He maintained a very good relation 
with powerful states which were possible threat to Gorkha. Thus, well prepared Gorkhali 
troops attacked Nuwakot  in 1807 B.S. and got easy victory over it. With the first victory of 
Gorkha, both the king, Prithvi Narayan Shah and his army were encouraged and courageous. 
They now wanted to expand the territory of Gorkha far and wide.  
The main target of Prithvi Narayan Shah was Nepal valley. He knew that without winning the 
small kingdoms, the victory over Kantipur, Bhadgaun and Patan was impossible. He started 
attacking and capturing small states around Nepal valley. He captured states like Naldum, 
Mahadev Pokhari, Sankhu, Changu, Makawanpur, Dahachok, Kulekhani, Pharping etc. and 
isolated Kathmandu Valley. He captured kirtipur on the third attempt (1814, 1821 and 1822 
B.S.). Prithvi Narayan Shah got victory over Kantipur on 13 th Aswin 1825 B.S., Patan on 24th 
Aswin 1825 B.S. and Bhadgaon on 1s t Mangsir 1826 B.S. This is how, Nepal valley came under 
Prithvi Narayan Shah and he shifted his capital to Kathmandu from Gorkha. 
 
After Nepal valley, Prithvi Narayan Shah started his unification campaign in the west. He was 
successful in Lamjung, Kaski and Tanahu. But these 3 states betrayed Prithvi Narayan Shah 
along with Palpa and Parbat and declared these sates independent once again.  
In order to compensate a great loss in the west, Prithvi Narayan Shah captured eastern 
Bijaypur and Chaudandi. He also got Ilam into Nepal.  
This is how, extending the territory of Gorkha and establishing a greater Nepal, he passed 
away on 1s t Magh 1831 B.S. at Devighat Nuwakot. He is regarded as the builder of modern 
Nepal. 
Group Activities: 

A- Explain the early life of Prithvi Narayan Shah. 
B- After the loss of battle in Nuwakot, he got many lessons. What were the lessons? How 

did he solve them? 
C- Explain his victory over Nepal valley. 
D- Explain his western and eastern attempt. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Discuss with your parents/teachers/friends and list out the lessons that we learn from the life 
of Prithvi Narayan Shah. 
Source: 
History of Nepal from the internet, history of Nepal by Pitamber Lal Yadav, teachers, parents 
and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- B- A short skit on victory over Kathmandu valley 
Day- 61- Regency of Rajendra Laxmi: 



Picture required: 
Photo of Rajendra Laxmi, Bahadur Shah and Greater Nepal 
Objective: To find out the contribution of Rajendra Laxmi in the unification of Nepal.  
Introduction:  
After the death of Prithvi Narayan Shah, his eldest son, Pratap Singh Shah became the king of 
Nepal. Rajendra Laxmi was the queen of Pratap Singh Shah. He died at the age of 26 when his 
son Rana Bahadur Shah was 2 and half years old. Thus, Rajendra Laxmi began to rule the 
country in the name of Rana Bahadur Shah as regent.  
The younger son of Prithvi Narayan Shah-Bahadur shah was exiled during the period of Pratap 
Singh Shah and was living at Betiah, India. After the death of Pratap Singh Shah, Rajendra laxmi 
called him to Kathmandu and started ruling jointly as regents of Rana Bahadur Shah. But after 
some time, they began to quarrel and could not work together.  
During the short period of kingship of Pratap Singh Shah, a few places in the west were 
captured. The remaining task of unification was continued by Bahadur Shah and Rajendra 
Laxmi. When the Chaubise states heard about the quarrel between Bahadur Shah and 
Rajendra Laxmi, they attacked Gorkha but Rajendra Laxmi sent a strong troops under Amar 
Singh Thapa and defeated them. The troops also captured many states including Lamjung and 
Kaski. After the victory over these states, Rajendra Laxmi sent a troop under Abhiman Singh 
Basnet to attack Palpa. At the same time, Kriti Bam Malla of Parbat attacked Lamjung so the 
troop had to come back to Lamjung. Finally, Parbat was defeated along with Bhirkot, Rishing, 
Satahun, Dhor, Payun and Charikot.  
Palpa was a very strong state so Bahadur Shah got married to the daughter of Mukunda Sen, 
the king of Palpa. Then he sent the troops to attack remaining Chaubise states. As a result, 
Gulmi, Khanchi, Dhurkot, Kushma and Baglung were annexed to Nepal. Later, he sent his 
troops to attack Baise states in the far west under the command of Amar Singh Thapa and 
Damodar Pandey. The troops got victory over all Baise states including Almorah, Kumaun and 
Gadhwal. Later, Palpa was also qnnexed to Nepal by Bahadur Shah.  
This is how Nepal grew to a big and powerful nation. Bahadur Shah also faught with Tibet and 
China but Nepalese were badly defeated and Bahadur Shah had to sign an insulting treaty 
called ‘Betrawati Treaty’ and unification campaign was stopped.  
Group Activities: 

A- How did Rajendra Laxmi come in power? 
B- List out the states qnnexed to Nepal during the regency of Rajendra Laxmi. 
C- List out the states qnnexed to Nepal during the regency of Bahadur Shah. 
D- ‘Rajendra Laxmi was a bold, determined and courageous lady.’ Prove the statement. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment:  
Discuss with your family members and friends and list out the lessons that we can learn from 
the life of Rajendra Laxmi. 
Source: 



Modern history of Nepal by Pitamber Lal Yadav and Rishikesh Shah, history of Nepal from the 
internet, parents, teachers and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- C- A short skit on Rajendra Laxmi and Bahadur Shah 
Day- 62- Social Works of Rana Prime-Ministers  
Picture required: 
Photo of all Rana Prime-ministers 
Objective: To find out the social reforms of Ranas 
Introduction: 
Ranarchy began in Nepal after the Kot, Bhandarkhal and Alau Massacres. Jung Bahadur 
centralized all powers in his hands and the king became the nominal head of the country. All 
jigh posts, positions and state privileges were directed towards Ranas only. Thus, a family rule 
(autocratic rule) began in Nepal in the year 1903 B.S. and remained for 104 years. The people 
were deprived  of their fundamental rights and other privileges from the state, the country 
was isolated from the outside world and the people were kept in darkness. 
Due to the development brought in other countries and the pressure from the people, they 
brought some changes in the society. Altogether 9 Rana Prime-Ministers roled over Nepal. The 
social reforms made by Ranas are given below: 

Rana Prime-ministers Social Reforms 
Jung Bahadur Rana He introduced English Education, Press, 

Muluki Ain and discouraged Sati and 
Slavery systems. 

Ranoddip Singh He published a Nepali Calendar, 
allocated money for the poor students 
in Sanskrit School. 

Bir Shumsher He established Bir Hospital, Bir Tower, 
Bir Library, started the distribution of 
drinking water in Kathmandu and 
Bhaktapur. The ‘Gorkha dakshinbahu 
and the ‘Priyadarshini’ awards to the 
people were started by him. 

Dev Shumsher He began the publication of 
Gorkhapatra, established more than 
100 schools for the Nepali children, 
kept suggestion boxes in different parts 
of the country to hear the problems of 
the people. 

Chandra Shumsher He abolished Sati system in 1977 B.S. 
and slavery system in 1981 B.S., 
established 50 schools, Tri-Chandra 
college, Bhaktapur Hospital, Tri-



Chandra Memorial Army Hospital, 
Tuberculosis Hospital at Tokha and 
Leprosy Hospital at Khokna. 

Bhim Shumsher He changed capital punishment in to 
life imprisonment and provided 
additional drinking water to Kathmandu 
and Morang. 

Juddha Shumsher He established S.L.C. Board in Nepal, 
examinations of Intermediate and 
Bachelor’s level started to be held in 
Nepal, started the publication of 
‘Sharda’ and ‘Udhyog’ and published 
Gorkhapatra twice a week. He is known 
as father of industries in Nepal. 

Padhma Shumsher He allowed people to open schools and 
they were also allowed to keep radio, 
established Padhma Kanya school and 
college and started the publication of 
Gorkhapatra thrice a week.  He also 
started teachers training programmes. 

Mohan Shumsher He opened about 90 schools and 
started the system of civil servants to 
be appointed on the basis of their 
ability. He also established an 
engineering school. 

 
Group Activities: 

A- Although Ranas were autocratic, they were social reformers. How do you justify the 
statement? 

B- Discuss in your group and list out any 5 social reforms of Chandra Shumsher and Dev 
Shumsher that you appreciate more. 

C- Discuss in your group and list out any 5 social reforms of Jung Bahadur and Bir Shumsher 
that you appreciate more. 

D- Discuss in your group and list out any 5 social reforms of Juddha Shumsher and Mohan 
Shumsher that you appreciate more. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their works in 10 minutes 
Residence Assignment: 
Ranas brought a number of reforms but they were directed towards their families. How would 
you justify this statement? 
Source: 



Modern history of Nepal by pitamber Lal Yadav and Rishikesh Shah, history of Nepal from the 
internet, teachers, parents and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- D- A short skit on abolishment of Sati and Slavery system by Chandra Shumsher 
Day- 63- Major Achievements During 2007 to 2046 (King tribhuvan, King Mahendra and King 
Birendra): 
Picture required: 
Construction of highway, tree plantation, king Mahendra, Muluki Ain 2020 
Objective: To find out major social and economic reforms during the period 2007 to 2046 B.S. 
Introduction: 
Nepal was declared a democratic country after a long struggle about 14 years against Rana 
Regime in the year 2007 B.S. several changes took place after the introduction of democracy.  
Political Changes: 
Feudal Lords (Rajas) were still existing in many places like Bajhang, Mustang, Galkot, Salyan, 
Pyuthan, Bajura, Jajarkot etc. Thus, king Mahendra abolished them on the recommendation of 
the government of B.P. Koirala, the frist elected government of Nepal. People, now were freed 
from paying various taxes to those lords (Rajas).  
Social Changes: 
King Mahendra enacted ‘Muluki Ain’ (Civil Code) in the year 2020 B.S. which eliminated several 
social evils like caste system, untouchability, child marriage and polygamy. It also granted legal 
recognition to divorce system. National Education Planning Commission, Tribhuvan University 
and New Education system Plan brought drastic change in education system in Nepal. Primary 
education was made free and the text books were given free of cost.  
Administrative Change: 
Nepal was divided in to 14 zones and 75 districts in 2018 B.S. Five development regions were 
created in the year 2037 B.S. to decentralize the power and attain balanced development 
throughout the country. 
Economic Changes: 
Systematic economic plannings started in the year 2013 B.S. with the introduction of first five 
years plan. To eliminate the exploitation by landlords over Nepalese peasants, king Mahendra 
introduced ‘Land Reform Act’ in the year 2021 B.S. which fixed the limitation of land a person 
could keep in his/her name. Tribhuvan Highway, Mahendra Highway (East-west Highway) and 
several other roads were constructed.  
Group Activities: 

A- Discuss in your group and consult the modern history of Nepal by Rishikesh Shah and list 
out the political changes during the period 2007 to 2046 B.S. 

B- Discuss in your group and consult the modern history of Nepal by Rishikesh Shah and list 
out the Social changes during the period 2007 to 2046 B.S. 

C- Discuss in your group and consult the modern history of Nepal by Rishikesh Shah and list 
out the economic changes during the period 2007 to 2046 B.S. 

D- Discuss in your group and consult the modern history of Nepal by Rishikesh Shah and list 
out the administrative changes during the period 2007 to 2046 B.S. 



Presentation: 
All groups present their works in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Although many reforms were brought in Nepal during 2007-2046 B.S., Nepal was still isolated 
from the outside world and people were not satisfied due to autocratic Panchayat System. 
What were the drawbacks of Panchayat System? 
Source: 
Modern history of Nepal by Pitamber Lal Yadav and Rishikesh Shah, history of Nepal from the 
internet, teachers, parents and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- A- A short skit on free distribution of books and elimination of caste system from Nepal 
Day- 64- Unit Test 
Day- 65- project Assignment: 
All groups will visit library, surf the internet and consult teachers and parents and prepare a 
comparative report on the social changes of Ranas and 2007 to 2046 B.S. They will submit 
their project report within a week time. The project will get 5% of the credit for the monthly 
evaluation. 
Day- 66- Quiz from History of Nepal: (This quiz will get 5% credit for the monthly evaluation) 

1. Name any 5 kings before Prithvi Narayan Shah who tried to unify Nepal. 
2. Who was the first Shah King of Nepal? 
3. Who established Gorkha Palace? 
4. Who was the father of Prithvi Narayan Shah? 
5. Who was the mother of prithvi Narayan Shah? 
6. When did Prithvi Narayan Shah become king? 
7. Name the states which had marriage relation with Prithvi Narayan Shah. 
8. Why was Kirtipur called Nakkatipur by Prithvi Narayan Shah? 
9. When was Nuwakot captured by Gorkhali troops? 
10.After how many attempts was kirtipur captured by Gorkhalese? 
11.When was kirtipur captured? 
12.When was Kantipur captured? 
13.When was Patan captured? 
14.When was Bhadgaon Captured? 
15.When was Makawanpur captured? 
16.What was the age of Rana Bahadur Shah when he was ascended to the throne? 
17.Name any 5 places that Rajendra Laxmi annexed to Nepal. 
18.Name any 5 places that Bahadur Shah annexed to Nepal. 
19.What was the name of insulting treaty signed between Nepal and Tibet by Bahadur 

Shah? 
20.Who established English education in Nepal? 
21.How many years did Ranas rule over Nepal? 
22.How many Rana prime-ministers rule over Nepal? 
23.Who started the award ‘Gorkha Dakshinbahu’? 



24.Who abolished Sati and Slavery systems? 
25.Who established Tri-Chandra College? 
26.Which Rana Prime-Minister changed the capital punishment in to life imprisonment? 
27.Who established S.L.C. Board in Nepal? 
28.Who established Padhma Kanya College?who started the tradition of appointing civil 

workers on the basis of merit not by relation? 
29.Who put a ban on caste system? 
30.Who stopped child marriage and polygamy? 
31.When was Nepal divided in to 14 zones and 75 districts? 
32.When was Nepal divided in to 5 development regions? 
33.Who brought New Civil Act 2020? 
34.Who implemented Land Reform Act 2021? 
35.Who made primary education free and provision of distribution of text books free of 

cost? 
World History 
Day- 67- The roman Civilization: 
Picture required: 
Picture of Roman Empire, monalisa, Pompey, Julius Ceaser 
Objective: To find out the social economic and political changes of Roman civilization and 
appreciate and adopt these changes in life. 
Introduction: 
The Roman Civilization, centered in Italy is often considered as the bridge through which the 
ideas of Greeks and their civilization travelled to Europe.  
The city of Rome was founded about 1000 B.C. in the district of Latium south to the River 
Tiber. The language of the ancient Romans- Latin gets its name from Latium. The early Romans 
had a king, an Assembly and a Senate. The Assembly consisted of all the male citizens of 
military age. The Senate consisted of heads of clans which was a powerful body and could use 
veto power on any proposal of the king and Assembly. 
The Roman society was divided in to two classes. The Patricians were the upper class and 
consisted of the aristocrats and big landlords who could control the Senate. The plebeians 
were the lower class consisting workers, farmers, artisans, small traders and soldiers. The 
plebeians were forced to pay heavy taxes and were often punished. They revolted in the 5 th 
century B.C. and Patricians were forced to grant some more rights to them. They won the right 
to elect their representatives who could use veto power on Senate. They also got codification 
of laws written in the wooden tables known as ‘Law of Twelve tables’. 
Rome-Carthage War: 
When Romans attempted to seize Sicily Island, the revelry between Romans and Carthagians 
started. Carthage opposed it and the war began. The series of war between them is known as 
‘Punic War’ in the history of the world and lasted from 264 to 146 B.C. The Romans defeated 
brave general Hannibal and Carthage. The whole city was destroyed and Cathagians were sold 
like slaves. When these slaves revolted against their masters for inhuman treatment, 70,000 
slaves were killed.  



The Roman Empire: 
There were famous Roman army general like Pompey and Julius Ceaser. There was a clash 
between them and Pompey was assassinated. Thus, Julius Ceaser became the master (ruler) of 
Roman Empire. After the death of Julius Ceaser, Mark Antony, Lepidurs and Poteoctavean 
ruled over Rome. They killed the Ceaser’s assassins. Ocatavean became the Roman Emperor in 
37 B.C. and ruled over it for 24 years. He made many reforms in Rome. He established post 
offices, organized the state, checked corruption and protected common people very well. His 
period is called the ‘Golden Age’ in the history of the world. Roman Empire influenced the 
entire Europe and reached up to America. It’s contribution for today’s world is great specially, 
in the field of legal system, government, army, language and sculpture.  
Due to absolute monarchy replacing republic system, slavery and inhumanity and social 
discrimination, Roman Civilization declined.  
Life and Culture of the Romans: 
The early Romans lived mostly on agriculture and raised sheep and cattle. They used their own 
clothes from flax and wool and utensils of clay and wood. Every family worshipped Vesta, the 
goddess of hearth who protected their homes. Though it was a male dominated society, the 
male members honoured their women and they participated in the politics and business 
freely.  
When Rome was expanded, the life of the Romans changed and the society was divided in to 4 
classes. They were the Aristocrats, who owned large states and held high public posts, wealthy 
merchants and bankers, plebeians and the slaves. 
Group Activities: 

A- Give a short introduction of Rome city and Roman Civilization. 
B- Explain the social life of the Romans. 
C- Explain the Rome-Carthage War. 
D- Explain Roman Empire. Also write the reasons why it declined. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Discuss with your teachers and friends and surf the internet and list out the major 
achievement of Roman Civilization. 
Source:  
History of the world and Roman Civilization from the internet, teachers, parents and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- B- A short skit on different classes of people and their occupation in Roman society 
Day- 68- The Renaissance: 
Picture required: Picture of Monalisa, Michelangelo, and Columbus’s ship 
Objective: To find out the achievements of Renaissance period and the contribution of it in the 
modern world. 
Introduction: 
Renaissance is a French word which means ‘Rebirth’. This term was used to describe the 
revival of interest in the learning of the classical civilization of Rome and Greece. It became an 



intellectual movement that spread from Italy to all over Europe. The period from 14 th to 16th 
century marked the renaissance period. A new spirit of scholars and scientists and their 
contribution brought a drastic change in human life.  
The scholars like Dante, Petrach, Niccolo Machiavelli, Geoffery Chaucer, Thomas More, Francis 
Bacon, Edmond Spenser, William Shakespeare, John Milton etc contributed to spread the new 
awakening in the renaissance period. 
Famous artists like Leonardo Da Vincci, Michael Angelo and Raphael, Sculptors like Lucadella, 
Roddia, Donatello and Lorenzo Ghiberti and architectures like St. Peter’s Church in Rome, St. 
Mark’s Church in Venice and St. Paul’s Church in London left their influence for centuries. 
Musical instruments like Violin, flute, orchestral music and operas became quite popular.  
The renaissance period experienced many scientific inventions and discoveries. Nicolas 
Copernicus proved that the earth, moon and planets move around the Sun, Galileo invented 
telescope, Sir Issac Newton discovered the universal gravitational force. Anton Van made 
single lens microscope and discovered bacteria and protozoa in human body. Besides these, 
many new inventions took place in the renaissance period like printing press, radio, camera, 
gramophone, train, bicycle, railway, automobiles etc. 
Marco Polo discovered China, Vasco De Gama discovered India, Christopher Columbus 
discovered America and Ferdinand Magellan travelled round the world. 
The consciousness in every field influenced the Europeans. They gave up narrow mindedness 
and developed nationalistic feeling in them. With this, medieval period ended and modern age 
began. Various misconducts and evil practices were completely eliminated and there was a 
great change in the society. Thus, Today’s modern and civilized world is the direct result of 
renaissance period. 
Group Activities: 

A- What is renaissance? How did it begin? 
B- List out the scholars, artists and sculptors of renaissance period. 
C- List out the inventions made in renaissance period. 
D- How did renaissance period change the life of people? 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Renaissance period is the base of modern world. Prove the statement.  
Source: 
World history and renaissance period from the internet, teachers, parents and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- C- A short skit on great travelers of renaissance period 
Day- 69- Unit Test 
Day- 70- Project Assignment: 
All groups visit library and consult world history, surf the internet and consult their teachers 
and find out all inventions and discoveries of the renaissance period and prepare a detail 
report on this. They will submit their project report within a week. The project will get 5% of 
the credit for the monthly evaluation. 



Day-71- Quiz from the World History: (This quiz will get 5% credit for the monthly evaluation) 
1. When was Rome city founded? 
2. What do you mean by Latium? 
3. What were the state mechanisms in early Rome? 
4. Which organ used veto power among them? 
5. What were the two major classes in Roman Society? 
6. Who were included in Patrician class? 
7. Who were included in Plebeian class? 
8. In which century did the Plebeians revolt against Patricians? 
9. What was the law written in wooden tables called? 
10.Name the island for what Rome and Carthage raised wars. 
11.Name the brave and powerful General defeated in the Rome-Carthage war? 
12.What did the Romans do with the Carthagians after their victory? 
13.How many slaves were killed when they revolted against Roman Masters? 
14.Name any 3 famous emperor of Roman Empire. 
15.Whose period in the Roman Empire is called the “Golden Age”? 
16.What were the major occupations that early Romans had? 
17.Name the goddess that every family worshipped in Rome. 
18.What is the meaning of renaissance? 
19.Which period is called the renaissance period? 
20.Name any 3 scholars of renaissance period. 
21.Name any 3 great artists of renaissance period. 
22.Name any 3 sculptors of renaissance period. 
23.Name any 3 architecture designs of renaissance period. 
24.Name any 2 musical instruments invented in renaissance period. 
25.Who proved that the earth and other planet revolve round the sun? 
26.Who invented telescope? 
27.Who discovered gravitational force? 
28.Who made single lens microscope? 
29.Who discovered bacteria and protozoa in human body? 
30.Name any 5 scientific inventions of renaissance period. 
31.Who discovered China? 
32.Who discovered India? 
33.Who discovered America? 
34.Name the first person to travel round the earth. 

Unit- 8- Economic and Environmental Study 
Day- 72- Agricultural Products and their Areas: 
Pictures required: 
Different maps of Nepal with different crop growing areas 
Objective: To find out major agricultural products of Nepal with their areas. 
Introduction:  



Economically, Nepal is one of the poorest countries on the world. Nepal is predominantly an 
agricultural country. Agriculture has been the backbone of Nepalese economy. Almost 80% 
people are still involved in agriculture and approximately 60 % of the total exports of Nepal 
are agricultural products. So, agricultural development is extremely necessary for improving 
the life of the people. above all, only 18% land of Nepal is cultivated.  
Agricultural products differ from place to place due to different land structure, soil and 
climate. Crops grown in Nepal are broadly classified in to two categories i.e. cash crops and 
food crops. Those crops that are grown for eating are called food crops and the crops grown 
and sold for money as soon as they are harvested are called cash crops. Some of the important 
food and cash crops of our country are: 

Food Crops Cash Crops 
Paddy Sugarcane 
Wheat Oilseeds 

Maize Jute 
Millet Tobacco 

Barley Cotton 
Potatoes Tea 

Buckwheat cardamom 
 
As discussed earlier, different places produce different crops. So, the following table and maps 
show the areas of main crop production: 
Food 
Crops 

Main Areas of Production 

Rice Map 
River basins, enclosed valleys, tars and other plains throughout Nepal. 
Terai region itself produces 80% of the total rice in Nepal. 

Maize Map 
Makawanpur, Dang, Tanahu, Nawalparasi and other parts of hilly 
region produce maize. 

Wheat Map 
Kaski, Baglung, Parbat, Lamjung, Kathmandu, Banke, rupandehi, 
Kapilvastu, Bara and Parsa 

Millet Map 
Almost all mountain parts throughout the country 

Potato Map 
Foothills of Himalayan region and mid-hills of Nepal. 

Buckwheat Map 
Upper hills and Himalayan region of Nepal. 

 

Cash Crops Main Areas of Production 
Tea Map 



Easter hills and terrain regions particularly Ilam and Jhapa. 
Oilseeds Map 

Terai region mainly in Chitwan, Bardiya, Rupandehi and Udaypur 
Cotton Map 

Mid and Far-Western tearai mainly in Dang, Banke, Bardiya, Kailali and 
Kanchanpur 

Cardamom Map 
Eastern hills and mountains like Ilam, Panchthar, Bhojpur, Terhathum, 
Taplejung and Khotang 

Jute Map 
Eastern Terai mainly in Siraha, Saptari, Sunsari and Morang 

Sugarcane Map 
Kapilvastu. Kawalparasi, Rautahat, Sarlahi, Kanchanpur etc. 

Tobacco Map 
Sarlahi, Mahottari, Parsa, Siraha and Jhapa 

Coffee Map 
Gulmi, Palpa, Lalitpur and Syangja 

 
Group Activities: 

A- Development of agriculture is very important in Nepal. Ahy? 
B- What are food and cash crops? List our food and cash crops in a table. 
C- Draw an outline map of Nepal and inert a main area of each food crop grown in Nepal. 
D- Draw an outline map of Nepal and inert a main area of each cash crop grown in Nepal. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their works in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Almost 80% people of Nepal are involved in agriculture yet, we have to import food from 
other countries. Discuss with your teachers, parents and friends and find out the ways to make 
Nepal self sufficient in food. 
Source: 
Agriculture system in Nepal from the internet, parents, friends and teachers 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- D- A short skit on various cash and food crop production in different parts of the 
country 
Day- 73- Industries for Economic Development: 
Picture required: 
Picture of cottage, small and large scale industries, map of Nepal showing some industrial 
towns 
Objective: To find out the condition of Nepalese industries and their importance to uplift our 
economic standard. 
Introduction: 



Production of manufactured goods by the use of skills and means is called an industry. We 
can’t develop the country if we don’t have industries to utilize the agricultural products and 
natural resources. So, industries are essential to develop the economy of any country.  
In the context of Nepal, industries are not established in adequate numbers. Nepal lacks 
infrastructures of industrial development like capital, skilled human resource, marketing, 
transport and communication etc. the existing industries and their products are also not able 
to compete in the global market. We still lack capital to establish big and large scale industries. 
We are not able to utilize the agricultural products and our vast natural resources in the 
absence of industries. 
Industries are very important for any country. The following points prove their worth: 

1. Industries utilize the local resources. 
2. Industries provide employment opportunity to the people. 
3. Industries reduce unwanted population in agriculture. 
4. Industries develop agriculture producing agricultural tools and manure. 
5. Industries can earn foreign currency by exporting the products to other countries. 
6. Industries help modernize the country. 
7. Industries help for the balanced development of the country. 
8. Industries make the country self-reliant. 
9. Industries raise the standard of living. 
10.Industries develop economy of the country. 

Types of industries: 
Industries,in Nepal are broadly classified in to 3 categories on the basis of their fixed capital. 
But traditionally run cottage industries with small amount of money, less number of people 
and small area don’t come under this category. Cottage industries are still popular in Nepal 
due to lack of capital to invest in other industries. 
The industry that has maximum of 30 million rupees fixed capita is called small scale industry. 
The industry which has 30 million to 100 million rupees fixed capital is called Medium scale 
industry and the industry having more than 100 million rupees fixed capital is known as large 
scale industry.  
The following table shows the difference between small and large scale industries: 
Small Scale Industries Large Scale Industries 

These industries can be started with a 
small amount. 

These industries require a big amount 
to start. 

They cover a small local market. They cover a big market. 
They provide less jobs They provide jobs to many people. 

Workers with little training can work in 
them. 

They require highly skilled and trained 
workers. 

Any type of transport can be used. Good means of transport is required. 

 
Industries can be classified on the basis of their work and based on raw materials to run like: 

1. Agriculture and forest based industries 



2. Mineral based industries 
3. Tourism industry 
4. Power based industry 
5. Service motive industry etc. 

Therer are many industrial areas which are called industrial estates like Dharan, Dhankuta, 
Rajbiraj, Hetauda, Bhaktapur, Patan, Kathmandu, Pokhara, Butwal, Nepalgunj, Birendranagar 
and Dhangadhi. 
Group Activities: 

A- What is an industry? Why are they necessary for a country? 
B- Discuss in your group and list out the importance of industries in Nepal. 
C- Explain the types of industries and their importance. 
D- Differentiate between small and large scale industries. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their works in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Explain the situation of industries in Nepal.  
Source: 
Industries in Nepal from the internet, teachers, parents and friends 
Presentation for the next day:  
Group- A- A short skit on cottage and large scale industries (people working in them and 
producing different goods) 
Day- 74- Relationship between Agriculture and Industry 
Picture required: 
Picture of industry based on agriculture and farmers supplying the raw materials, agricultural 
tools factory and supplying tools to the factory. 
Objective: To find out the relation between agriculture and industry 
Introduction:  
Agriculture and industries are closely related. Many industries of Nepal are agro-based 
industries. They need raw materials from agriculture to produce secondary goods. The cloth is 
made of cotton cotton is a product of a plant. In order to establish many textile factories, 
cotton cultivation is necessary.  
Tea and coffee are popular drinks of Nepal. Tea and coffee both are produced in a factory 
using tea leaves and coffee seeds from agriculture. Thus, without farming, tea and coffee 
factories can’t run.  
Jute mills produce jute ropes and bags. They require jute from agriculture s the raw materials 
for them. In the absence of jute farming, jute industries will shut down. We have famous jute 
industries like BiratnagarJute Mills (first large scale industry of Nepal) and Raghupati Jute Mills 
in the eastern Terai.  
Nepalese industries produce tobacco and cigarette of different kinds. They require tobacco 
and agricultural product as their raw materials. The famous cigeratte factories of Nepal are 
Janakpur Cigarette Factory at Janakpur and Surya Tobacco Factory at Simara. 



Many sugar factories have been established in the tearai region of Nepal. They produce 
sugarcane using sugarcane-an agricultural product. Famous sugar factories of Nepal are 
Lumbini Sugar factory at Sunwal, Birgunj Sugar Factory, Indu-Shankar Sugar Mills, Shree Ram 
Sugar Mills etc. 
Oil industries produce oil which is the daily necessity of human life. The oil industries use 
mustard, sunflower, groundnuts, soyabean, cotton etc. as the raw materials and produce oil 
from it. All these oilseeds are agricultural products.  
Agriculture also depends on industries. We need agricultural tools, like plough, spade, hoe, 
shovel, thrasher etc. They are the products of mineral based industries called agricultural tools 
factory. Besides these tools, agriculture needs chemical fertilizer and medicines like 
insecticides and pasticides are extremely necessary for agriculture which are the products of 
industries. Along with this, many modern machines to plant and harvest crops have been 
produced by industries for agriculture. 
This is how industries and agriculture are closely associated.  
Group Activities: 

A- Draw a full page picture of showing the relation between agriculture and industries. 
B- List out any 10 items of agro-based industries that we use in our daily life with their 

respective industries. 
C- Explain how industries are dependant on agriculture. 
D- Explain how agriculture is dependant on industries. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their works in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Discuss with your parents, teachers and friends and find out the ways to develop Nepalese 
agriculture on a commercial level and large scale industries separately. 
Source: 
Relationship between agriculture and industries from the internet, library books, teachers, 
parents and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- B- A short skit on people working in farms and factories supplying goods to each other 
Day- 75- Industrial pollution and Remedies: 
Picture required: 
Industrial waste linking to water resources, smoke coming out of chimney, people working in 
industry wearing masks in their faces, awareness campaign to reduce pollution 
Objective: To identify how industries are the part of creating pollution and remedies 
Introduction: 
All the living and non-living things surrounding us and the inter-relation between them is 
called an environment. Soil, water, human beings, plants and animals are the organs of 
environment and are also called natural resources. All means and resources provided by 
nature free of cost like soil, water air, animals, forest, plants, minerals and human beings are 
natural resources. Apart from being natural resources, human beings are also regarded as 
human power. Human beings exploit the natural resources to fulfill their basic needs. Thus, 



human beings have established industries to fulfill the basic needs. Industries have become an 
integral part of human life in every sector. 
The deterioration or change of mian elements of environment like air, water, soil and the 
condition of land is called environmental pollution. When industries are run, they produce 
heavy smoke and dust particles, drain poisonous chemicals and they mix up with the elements 
of environment. When these poisonous matters, produced from industries mix with the 
natural resources like air, water and land, they get polluted. Such pollution is called industrial 
pollution. So, industries create pollution like: 

a. Air Pollution: 
When the feuls like petrol and diesel are used to run the factories and mills , they produce 
heavy smoke and mixes with air and air pollution is created. Due to this, carbon di-oxide and 
other harmful gases increase in the air and it becomes polluted.  

b. Water Pollution: 
Several kinds of wastage, dirt and sewage from industries mix with water and it becomes 
polluted. The chemical wastage of industries is linked to the rivers or stream and the water of 
these sources is poisonous and polluted.  

c. Sound Pollution: 
When the machines in industries, factories and mills are operated, they disturb peace the 
peaceful environment. Loud sound created in industries and industrial estates create sound 
pollution.  

d. Soil Pollution: 
The wastage and chemicals emitted from industries pollute the soil. It kills the top soil 
resulting less productivity. Excessive and disorganized use of chemical fertilizers and careless 
use of pesticides and insecticides also create soil pollution.  
Remedies for Industrial Pollution: 
Although industries are an integral part of human life and we can’t live without them, it 
creates pollution. But we can adopt several remedies to control pollution: 

1. Management of industrial waste: The solid and liquid waste of industries should be 
thrown in a certain spot. We should not mix the poisonous liquid in the water sources. 
We should use some filtration devices in the chimneys. We should recycle the goods 
made of metal, glass and plastic. 

2. Construction of sound proof devices: The sound produced by industries can be 
minimized. So, we should use sound proof devices in the industries to reduce the noise 
in the industry itself and around it.  

3. Afforestation: A large number of trees should be planted near industries and industrial 
estates. This will absorbs the Carbon-dioxide produced from the industries.  

4. Well managed industrialization: We should establish industries and industrialization 
process in an organized way. The industries should be established far away from the 
human settlements and roads, drainage and dumping sites should be managed properly.  

Group Activities: 
A- What is pollution? How does it affect the life? 
B- How do industries create pollution? 



C- Explain the types of pollution created by industries. 
D- Explain the remedies to control industrial pollution. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their works in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Industries have played a vital role in modernizing the world but their negative effects have also 
caused various new diseasesdiscuss with your parents, teachers and friends and prepare a 
note on minimizing the negative effects of industries. 
Source: 
Industrial pollution and their control from the internet, teachers, parents, industrialists of the 
community, environmentalist like Anil Chitrakar and his video presentation on environment in 
YouTube. 
 Presentation for the next day:  
Group- C- A short skit on the problems created by industrial pollution and its remedies 
Day- 76- Unit Test 
Day- 77- Project Assignment: 
All groups visit library, surf the internet and interview industrialists of their community and 
prepare a detail report on how we can develop large scale industries in Nepal without much 
harm to the environment. They will submit their project report within a week. The project will 
get 5% of the credit for the monthly evaluation. 
Day- 78- Quiz from the Unit: (This quiz will get 5% credit for the monthly evaluation) 

1. What percent people of Nepal are involved in agriculture? 
2. What percent of the total export of Nepal is from agriculture? 
3. Why does the agricultural product differ from place to place? 
4. What do you mean by cash crops? 
5. What do you mean by food crops? 
6. Name any 5 food crops of Nepal. 
7. Name any 5 cash crops of Nepal. 
8. Name any 2 main areas of rice production. 
9. Name any 2 main areas of maize production. 
10.Name any 2 main areas of wheat production. 
11.Name any 2 main areas of millet production. 
12.Name any 2 main areas of potato production. 
13.Name any 2 main areas of tea production. 
14.Name any 2 main areas of oilseeds production. 
15.Name any 2 main areas of cotton production. 
16.Name any 2 main areas of cardamom production. 
17.Name any 2 main areas of jute production. 
18.Name any 2 main areas of sugarcane production. 
19.Name any 2 main areas of tobacco production. 
20.Name any 2 main areas of coffee production. 
21.Name any 2 importance of industries. 



22.What are the traditionally run industries in Nepal with small investment called? 
23.What are the industries called which are established with the fixed capital up to 30 

million rupees? 
24.What are the industries called which are established with the fixed capital of 30 million 

to 100 million rupees? 
25.What are the industries called which are established with the fixed capital of more than 

100 million rupees? 
26.Name any 4 types of industries based on their work and raw materials. 
27.Name any 5 industrial estates of Nepal. 
28.Name any 5 agro-based industries in Nepal.  
29.Name any 5 components of environment. 
30.Name any 4 types of pollution caused by industries.  
31.Name any 4 remedies to control industrial pollution. 

Unit- 9- International Understanding 
Day- 79- Need of International Understanding and Non-Alignment 
Picture required:  
Map of the world, an industry of America getting raw materials from poor nations, non-aligned 
meeting 
Objective: To find out why countries of the world need international understanding and non-
alignment 
Introduction: 
Mutual understanding, respect, trust and cooperation between the countries of the world is 
called international understanding. After the World War I, the people strongly felt the 
necessity of international understanding and strong and poor nations both started it. This led 
to the exchange of goods, transportation between countries and the relation with distant 
nations expanded. The developed countries got the raw materials and other primary goods 
from poor nations and poor nations got secondary goods and machinaries from the rich 
nations. Today, one country can’t fully function in the absence of the help and assistance of 
other nations.  
Having good relations with other nations in the world, Nepal has been helped by many 
countries like India, China, Japan, Britain, France, Germany, Italy, USA, Canada etc. even the 
weak and poor nations help, support and cooperate with the large and powerful ones. This is 
how; international understanding brings the welfare of all nations and the people in the world. 
Realizing the need and importance of international understanding, League of Nations was 
established in the year 1919 A.D. with 27 nations. Later, the number of member nations 
reached up to 62 in thei organization. It was established to avoid all kinds of wars, maintain 
peace and security all over the world and promote international cooperation. It was the idea 
of American president Woodrow Wilson but USA itself didn’t take the membership. Besides 
USA, powerful countries like Japan, Italy and Germany also didn’t support the organization. 
Thus, it failed resulting World War II in the year 1939 A.D. after unimaginable loss of life and 
property, the war was ended in 1945 and U.N.O. was established on 24 th October 1945. 



Since then, UNO has made several efforts to develop international understanding. Today, 
there are many regional organizations like SAARC, European Union, ASEAN etc. the aim of all 
these organizations is to promote internationalism.  
On the basis of resources and economic progress, countries of the world are classified in to 3 
groups i.e. developed, developing and least developed countries. The developed countries 
have been helping both developing and least developed countries of the world. Thus, they are 
slowly developing. This process remains only in the world of international understandi ng. . so, 
international understanding is integral part of the world without which human civilization 
can’t develop.  
Need and Importance of Non-Alignment: 
After the World War II, many countries of the world polarized in to 2 great powers. The 
democratic power block was led by USA. This group of power was called NATO. The socialist 
(Communist) power block was led by USSR called WARSAW. These 2 organizations had 
unhealthy competition of increasing military power and collecting a number of dangerous 
weapons. They were ready for possible war any time. In this critical condition, the weak and 
powerless countries had to join one of these organizations for their existence. It was extremely 
necessary to avoid possible wars between these 2 groups. Thus, a group of weak, powerless 
and not wanting to join these military groups had a conference at Bangdung in Indonesia and 
established Non-Alignment Movement NAM). The idea of this movement was to be neutral 
and not to side with any of these military organizations rather convince them not to fight and 
believe in peaceful co-existence. They adopted policies like non-interference, peaceful co-
existence, cooperation among the countries, political independence etc.  
Due to the combined effort of NAM, UNO and many other organizations, we could avoid the 
possible World War III. Now, the world is much better place to live. We have realized that the 
war is not the solution of any disputes and every problem of the world can be solved through 
peaceful manner.  
Group Activities: 

A- What is internationalism? Explain how it began. 
B- Discuss in your group and list out the importance of international understanding. 
C- How do countries co-exist in internationalism? 
D- Explain the importance of Non-Aligned Movement. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their work in 10 minutes.  
Residence Assignment: 
Can wars be the solutions to any problem? How can we solve such problems of the world 
without raising wars? 
Source:  
World Wars from the internet, teachers, parents and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- D- A short skit on some disputes in the world and their solution through peaceful 
manner 
Day- 80- Our Relations with China and Japan: 



Picture required: 
Map of China and Japan, Arniko, Manjushree, Karnali-Chisapani Bridge, Prithvi Highway 
Objective: To find out our relation with China and Japan and their assistance to Nepal. 
Introduction: 
Nepal is a small peace loving nation and is a member of UNO, NAM and SAARC. Nepal has 
been keeping good relationship with all the countries of the world.  
China is situated in the eastern part of Asia and to the north of Nepal. China is the third largest 
country in the world.  
China’s friendly relation with Nepal is a very old one. Manjushree came from China and 
drained the water from Kathmandu valley out. Amshuverma married off his daughter Bhrikuti 
to king Tsrong Tsang Gampo of China. Bhrikuti spread Buddhism in China. Jay Bhimdev Malla 
sent a team of 80 architects to China on the request of emperor Kublai Khan. Arniko with his 
team built white chaityas and golden chaityas there and made China very rich in arts and 
architecture 
The diplomatic relation between Nepal and China was established in 1955 A.D. China was one 
of the first countries to support our zone of peace proposal. The heads of both nations 
exchange their good will visit to each other’s country. China has been helping Nepal in many 
ways: 

1. China has contributed to construct highways like Arniko Highway (Kathmandu-Kodari), 
Prithvi Highway (Naubise-Pokhara), Gorkha-Narayanghat Highway, Pokhara-Baglung 
Highway, Ring Road in Kathmandu etc. 

2. China has assisted in Harishiddhi and Bhaktapur Bricks and Tiles Factories. 
3. China assisted to establish Bhrikuti Paper Mills (Now closed) and Hetauda Textile Mills. 
4. China has assisted Nepal for the construction of National Trading Limited building at 

Teku, City Hall and International Conference Hall in Kathmandu. 
5. China helped us to establish Cancer Hospital at Chitwan and Sunkoshi Hydro-electricity 

Project. 
Relationship with Japan: 
Japan is situated in the eastern part of Asia. Japan is called Nippon in the Japanese language 
which means ‘The Land of Rising Sun’. Having being situated in the eastern most part of the 
globe, it receives sun lights before other places.  
Relationship between Nepal and Japan has been established since a long time. Most of the 
Japanese are Buddhists. They follow the teachings of Lord Buddha who was born in Nepal. 
Religious affinity is one of the key factors for close relationship between the two countries. Ikai 
Kawaguchi was the first ever Japanese visiting Nepal in the year 1899 A.D. Prime-Minister Dev 
Shumsher sent 8 Nepalese students to Japan for higher studies. King Jay Prithvi Bahadur Singh 
wrote a text book entitled ‘History of Japan’. Nepal Japan diplomatic relationship was 
established in 1956 A.D. Japan supported our proposal of declaring Nepal a ‘Zone of Peace’. 
Japan has been helping Nepal in many ways: 

1. Japan helped Nepal for agricultural development establishing research centers at 
Kirtipur, Janakpur, Kathmandu, Kavre etc. 



2. Japan helped Nepal to establish Tuberculosis center at Thimi and Teaching Hospital at 
Maharajgunj.  

3. Sajha Bus Service operated in Kathmandu and many other parts before was the 
contribution of Japan. 

4. Japan has built bridges like Bagmati bridge, Teku bridge, Karnali-Chisapani bridge, 
Malekhu bridge etc. 

5. Japan helped us to construct New Bus Park at Gongabu, Kathmandu and Radio 
Broadcasting Service in Kathmandu and Pokhara. 

6. Japan has assisted in Kulekhani Hydro-electricity Project, Lumbini Buddhism Research 
Center, Udaypur Cement Factory, Kamala Dam Construction etc. 

7. Japan has also constructed B.P. Highway (Banepa-Bardibas) and 6 lane hishway from 
Koteshwor to Suryabinayak.  

Besides these, Japanese goods like radio, camera, television, motor car, watch, computers etc 
are very popular in Nepal. 
Group Activities: 

A- How does friendly relation with other nations help to develop our country?  
B- Explain the contribution of China in the development of Nepal.  
C- Explain how Nepal-Japan friendship established. 
D- Explain the contribution of Japan in the development of Nepal. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their works in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Visit library or surf the internet and prepare separate note on China and Japan on the 
following sub-topics: 

a. Location, size, boundary and population 
b. Historical background 
c. Government system 
d. Development 
e. Occupation 

Source: 
Past and present China and Japan from the internet, teachers, parents and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- A- A short skit on Ikai Kawaguchi, Arniko and Bhrikuti in the establishment of Nepal-
China-Japan relationship 
Day -81- Our relationship with UK and USA: 
Picture required: 
Map of UK and USA, Budhanilkantha School, STOL Air fields 
Objective: To find out the relation of Nepal with UK and USA and their assistance to Nepal. 
Introduction: 
Relationship with UK (United Kingdom): 



United Kingdom consists four different islands – England, Scotland, Wales and 6 Counties in 
Northern Ireland. The famous cities in UK are Liverpool, Manchester, London, Glasgow, 
Edinburg, Bristol etc. 
There has been a very good relationship between Nepal and UK since Jung Bahadur visited UK 
and Nepalese troops fought in the World Wars on behalf of Britain. The diplomatic relation 
between Nepal and UK was established in 1934 A.D. Since then, UK has been helping Nepal in 
many ways: 

1. Assistance in the road construction like Butwal-Narayanghat part of Mahendra Highway, 
Madan Bhandari Highway (Dharan to Dhankuta) etc. 

2. UK assisted Nepal to establish Budhanilkantha school, Gandaki Boarding School and 
Drug Research Center in Kathmandu. 

3. UK has helped Nepal to extend radio service throughout the country. 
4. It has allowed Nepalese students to get higher education in in different universities in 

UK. 
5. Library of British Council in Kathmandu has been contributing to uplift education 

standard. 
6. UK has also been giving aid for other development fields as and when required. 

Relationship with United States of America: 
United States of America has 50 states. The major cities of USA are New York, Los Angelos. 
Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Detroit and Washington D.C. It has about 99% literate people. it 
is one of the richest and most prosperous countries in the world. 
The diplomatic relationship between Nepal and USA was established in 1947 A.D. The USA 
happily accepted ‘Zone of Peace’ proposal of Nepal. Many students from Nepal have been 
studying and many citizens of Nepal are working in USA. The USA has become the dreamland 
for many Nepalese so, they are wanting to go to USA. It has also adopted the policy of 
attracting the skilled human power through Diversity Visa (DV) Lottery. Many Nepalese have 
gone to USA through this process. The USA has been helping Nepal in many ways: 

1. USA has helped Nepal to establish agriculture research center, provide improved 
varieties of seeds and fertilizers.  

2. It has been providing food and clothing during natural disasters like flood, landslides and 
famine. 

3. It has helped in improving transportation system of Nepal by constructing Dhangadhi-
Dadeldhura Highway, Hetauda-Bharatpur Roads, Raxaul to Bhainse Road and STOL 
Airfields. 

4. The USA has assisted in Janak Education Material Center and Maleria Eradication 
Organization. 

5. It has helped in education sector like designing syllabus, training teachers and 
development of text books. 

6. It has opened vocational schools and colleges at Bhaktapur, Kirtipur, Pokhara, Palpa and 
Biratnagar. 

7. It has helped to Nepal Industrial development Corporation (NIDC) and established 
Hetauda and Balaju Industrial Estates. 



8. The USA has also contributed to forest research, tree plantation, irrigation, drinking 
water and urbanization in Nepal. 

Group Activities: 
A- Give a short introduction and Nepal-UK relationship. 
B- Give a short introduction of USA and Nepal-USA relationship. 
C- Explain how UK has contributed to bring about development in Nepal. 
D- Explain how USA has contributed to bring about development in Nepal. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their works in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment:  
Visit library or surf the internet and prepare separate note on UK and USA on the following 
sub-topics: 

a. Location, size, boundary and population 
b. Historical background 
c. Government system 
d. Development 
e. Occupation 

Source: 
Past and present UK and USA from the internet, library encyclopedia, teachers, parents and 
friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group-B- A short skit on Nepalese working in NASA of USA and remittance sent to Nepal 
Day- 82- Our Relation with Germany and France: 
Picture required: 
Map of Germany and France, German and French Tourists, picture of modernized agriculture 
Objective: To find out the relation of Nepal with Germany and France and their assistance to 
Nepal. 
Introduction: 
Relationship with Germany: 
Germany lies at the heart of Europe. It is one of the G-8 countries. Its capital is Berlin.  
Nepal and Germany established diplomatic relationship in the year 1972 A.D. The heads of 
Germany and Nepal exchange their good will visits to strengthen the friendship tie. Germany 
has been helping Nepal in many ways: 

1. Germany imports Nepalese carpets, handicrafts and other art works. So, Nepal earns 
foreign currency. 

2. Germany has provided scholarships to Nepalese students for higher studies in Germany. 
3. It has helped Nepal providing agricultural training and tools. 
4. It has helped Nepal in waste management. 
5. It has assisted Nepal in small hydro power and bio-gas plants. 
6. It has helped in forest conservation in Chure range of Nepal. 

Relationship with France: 



France lies in the western part of Europe. Its capital is Paris. The Eiffel Tower, one of the seven 
wonders of the world is situated in Paris. The major cities of France are Paris, Versailles, 
Marssailes, Lyon etc.  
Nepal and France have been very good friends after Jung Bahadur visited France in 1850 A.D. 
the diplomatic relation between France and Nepal was established in the year 1959 A.D. 
France has been helping Nepal in many ways: 

1. Annapurna Mountain was first scaled by the French Expedition team in 1951 A.D. 
2. It has given scholarships to many Nepalese students for higher studies in France. 
3. France has supported the peace zone proposal of Nepal. 
4. Several village development projects have been running in Nepal with French assistance.  
5. It has also helped in small hydro power plants in Nepal. 

Group Activities: 
A- Explain how Germany has contributed to develop Nepal. 
B- Explain how France has contributed to develop Nepal. 
C- Give a short introduction of Germany and its relation with Nepal. 
D- Give a short introduction of France and its relation with Nepal. 

Presentation: 
All groups present their works in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
Residence Assignment:  
Visit library or surf the internet and prepare separate note on Germany and France on the 
following sub-topics: 

a. Location, size, boundary and population 
b. Historical background 
c. Government system 
d. Development 
e. Occupation 

Source: 
Past and present Germany and France from the internet, library encyclopedia, teachers, 
parents and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group-C- A short skit on proper utilization of aid given by Germany and France to establish 
small hydro power plants and people changing their life style in Nepal 
Day – 83- Contribution of Nepal to Maintain International Understanding and Relation: 
Picture required: 
Picture of Nepalese army fighting for peace, NAM meeting, Nepali leader giving speech in 
UNO, Nepali team participating in Olympic Games 
Objective: To find out Nepal’s contribution in the world for peaceful co-existence 
Introduction: 
International relation means the human relationship between the people in the world. Some 
countries are poor and some are rich, some are powerful and some are weak, some nations 
create problems and others solve them.  



Nepal identifies herself as a peace loving nation in the world. Nepal does not attack others and 
tries to find the solutions of every dispute through peaceful manner. Nepal brought the 
proposal of declaring Nepal as a zone of peace which was accepted by more than 120 nations 
in the world.  
Nepal has joined UNO which is the common forum of all countries to maintain cordial relation 
with each other and adopt peaceful method to solve all problems in the world. Nepal’s 
contribution to UNO and international understanding has been notable since it got the 
membership in 1955 A.D. 
Nepal has been contributing to world peace by sending Nepalese army in UN peace keeping 
mission. Nepalese army has always been successful to avoid wars and maintain peace in all the 
places they are deputed. Thus, they are the first choice of UN Peace Keeping Mission!  
Nepal is an active member of Non-Aligned Movement. Nepal follows the principles of NAM 
and does not side any group to raise the wars rather it maintains good relations with both 
weak and powerful nations to promote world peace and cooperation. 
Nepal has been participating in Olympic Games to promote international understanding, 
besides this, it also organizes the regional games like SAG (South Asian Games) and ACC cricket 
tournaments. 
Nepal welcomes all people from the world as tourists, researchers, environmentalists, human 
right activists etc.  
The heads of nations in Nepal also exchange visits with other nations which ultimately 
promote international brotherhood, mutual trust, cooperation, peace and develop human 
civilization. 
Group Activities: 

A- Elaborate the message given by the peace zone proposal of Nepal. 
B- How is UNO contributing in UNO? 
C- How does Nepal promote international understanding through sports? 
D- Discuss in your group and list out the areas in which Nepal has been contributing to the 

world. 
Presentation: 
All groups present their works in 10 minutes. 
Residence Assignment: 
The world has unity in diversity. How would you justify this statement? 
Source: 
International relations between countries from the internet, UN charter, library encyclopedia, 
teachers, parents and friends 
Presentation for the next day: 
Group- D- A short skit on some disputes in the world and finding the solutions through 
peaceful manner 
Day- 84- Unit Test 
Day- 85- Project Assignment: 
All groups visit SAARC Secretariat and UN office in Kathmandu, visit library, surf the internet 
and find out how UNO and SAARC have been contributing to promote international peace and 



cooperation. They will submit their detail report within a week. The project will get 5% of the 
credit for the monthly evaluation. 
Day- 86- Quiz from the Unit: (This quiz will get 5% credit for the monthly evaluation) 

1. What is internationalism? 
2. How many member states are there in SAARC? 
3. How many member states are there in UNO? 
4. What does NAM stand for? 
5. When was NAM established? 
6. Name any 3 possible reasons for international disputes. 
7. When was League of Nations established? 
8. When was UNO established? 
9. How many world wars have we fought so far? 
10.What does UNO stand for? 
11.What does SAARC stand for? 
12.Where is the headquarter of SAARC located? 
13.Where is the headquarter of UNO located? 
14.Where was the first conference of NAM held? 
15.When was Nepal-Japan diplomatic relation established? 
16.When was Nepal-China diplomatic relation established? 
17.When was Nepal-France diplomatic relation established? 
18.When was Nepal-Germany diplomatic relation established? 
19.When was Nepal-USA diplomatic relation established? 
20.When was Nepal-UK diplomatic relation established? 
21.Name any 3 main areas of development in Nepal which are assisted by China. 
22.Name any 3 main areas of development in Nepal which are assisted by Japan. 
23.Name any 3 main areas of development in Nepal which are assisted by Germany. 
24.Name any 3 main areas of development in Nepal which are assisted by France. 
25.Name any 3 main areas of development in Nepal which are assisted by USA. 
26.Name any 3 main areas of development in Nepal which are assisted by UK. 
27.What does NIDC stand for? 
28.Name any 3 main cities of Japan. 
29.Name any 3 main cities of USA. 
30.Name any 3 main cities of UK. 
31.Name any 3 main cities of Germany. 
32.Name any 3 main cities of France. 
33.Name any 3 main cities of China. 
34.What is the peace keeping army of UNO called? 
35.Name the first Japanese visitor to Nepal. 
36.Name any 2 personalities in ancient and medieval period promoting Nepal-China 

relation. 
 

 



 
 


